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Editorial
Well, they do say better late than never!
Apologies to anyone who has been
sitting on the edge of their seat in
anticipation of the Autumn Blowhole.
This has been a difficult edition of the
Blowhole to put together; the deadline
for copy was 20th of August . . . the
Friday following the flood. Not
surprisingly many people were too
preoccupied to get their articles in by
then.
Even if they had, the editorial team
were far too busy to think about
proofing copy and setting it up ready
for the printer.
The death of Jim Castling, the
Blowhole Editor, was a further set
back. Jim was such an important part
of the team - a keen writer as well as a
talented photographer - the Blowhole
archives show testament to his way
with words and creativity. We will
greatly miss his input and wit. He was
never afraid to speak his mind even if it
ruffled a few feathers. Let’s hope the
team can live up to his legacy.

We did consider a combined autumn
and winter edition of the Blowhole.
However, with so much important
information coming in about the
regeneration of Boscastle we felt it
should be made available to everyone
as soon as possible. As the Blowhole
is delivered to all residential homes in
the village, (let us know if you think
this is not the case), the autumn edition
came back on track.
Because it has been published a month
later than usual, we will barely have
got it delivered before it will be time to
start planning the winter edition!
Hopefully, the village’s reconstruction
will be well underway by then.+
Roll on the day when we can once
again pop down the harbour for a pasty
and bread from the bakers, buy gifts
and goodies from a choice range of
shops and fill our shopping baskets
with fresh fruit and vegetables . . . not
to mention a refreshing glass of
Skinners.

A number of the Blowhole’s advertisers
were affected by the flood. As it is not
yet certain when they will be back in
business (soon we all hope) we have not
carried their adverts in this edition.
Thanks for all your support and we look
forward to promoting your business in
the not too distant future:
Boscastle Bakery
Boscastle Gallery
Clovelly Clothing Company
The Harbour Light
Harbour Restaurant
Lower Meadows Guest House
Millers Pantry
The Museum of Witchcraft
The Old Mill
The Olde Manor House
Pickwick Antiques
The Picture Parlour
Poop Deck & Laurie Hooch
Sunnyside B & B
The Spinning Wheel
The Wellington Hotel
Valency Guest House

Boscastle Blowhole Editorial Team
The editorial team reserves the right to edit, accept, or reject any material submitted for
publication in The Blowhole. The views expressed within the magazine are those of the
contributors and do not necessarily reflect those of the editorial team.
The team are: Arthur Bannister, Chris Rodda, Mary Dummett,
Philippa Arthan, Daphne Rogers, Joan Cork, Hilary Allen and Noel Ward.
To advertise in the Boscastle Blowhole, please contact Daphne Rogers on 01840 250244
Copies of the Blowhole are available by post at a cost of £1.75 per issue.
Contact Philippa Arthan on 01840 250483
Contributions to the Blowhole can be sent c/o Boscastle Post Office
or by email to boscastleblowhole@yahoo.co.uk
The Blowhole is published 4 times a year and printed by Swiftprint, Unit104,
Carclaze Industrial Estate, Treverbyn Road, St Austell Tel: 01726 70700
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View of the Village

be done and a lot of decisions to be
made. Submit your suggestions now
to:
Bob Smith, Parish Clerk
Forrabury and Minster Parish
Council
Rock Moor
Boscastle
PL35 0DH
Tel: 01840 250440
Or by Email:
formin.parish@virgin.net

by Arthur Bannister

Communications
Although the village grapevine
works very well it is, of course, not
possible to be sure that every one is
fully informed by that method.
Around the Village there are at least
a dozen places where notices are
displayed and three where copies of
notices are usually available for
collection: the Newsagent, the Post
office and the Garage. North
Cornwall District Council is
helping with direct mailing and
other methods are being considered.
Information is posted on a number
of web sites including that of our
Parish Council. Another option for
those on Internet is the formation of
an email link. Anyone who would
like to be informed in this way
should send their email address to:

boscastleblowhole@yahoo.co.uk
Boscastle
Regeneration
Steering Group
North Cornwall County Council
have formed a Steering Group in
order to bring together all the
organisations and agencies who can
contribute to the regeneration of
Boscastle. It is important to coordinate their work and to make
funding available from as many
sources as possible. The aim is to
implement and oversee a plan in
conjunction with the local
community.
This is a wonderful opportunity for
everyone in the community to put
forward ideas in order to prepare a
single plan. There is a lot of work to
Boscastle Blowhole Autumn 2004

Forrabury and Minster
Parish Council Vacancy
Due to the resignation of Colin
Bond, who is moving to France,
there is a vacancy on the Parish
Council. Ideally this seat should be
filled by someone who is prepared to
do more than just attend meetings
each month. No previous experience
as a councillor is necessary: just the
desire to devote time and energy
working for the Parish. This is an
important time to be involved as
work on the regeneration of
Boscastle is just beginning.
Those who are interested should
contact: the Parish Clerk, Bob
Smith , (contact details above)
AIR AMBULANCE CHARITY
SHOP, DELABOLE
Summer has seen quite a number of
visitors in the shop, several of whom
have remarked on the quality of
items on display and we are trying to
keep it that way, so please only bring
in saleable articles. Unfortunately, it
has been necessary to bin quite a
number items which were torn, dirty
or very out of date.
Takings for the months of April –
June were almost £1500.
Recent donations received: £100
from Mr. & Mrs. Thomas and
friends in Somerset in memory of
Mrs Lilian Pearce (late of St.Teath)
£60 received from Joan & Ron
Lawrence, proceeds from the sale of
an electric cooker.
Many thanks for these generous
donations. They are greatly
appreciated.
Normal opening times are posted on
the door but are subject to the
availability of volunteers.
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chapel windows
Over the summer the chapel windows
have been completely overhauled. by
local stain glass expert Arthur
Bradley and colleagues. The
beautiful leaded lights will now be
watertight once again.

Save the Children
On 21st July, Mr & Mrs Brewer
opened their beautiful old farmhouse,
Redevallen, to the public for cream
teas in aid of Save the Children. The
event was very well supported by
friends, neighbours and a few
visitors, who all spent freely, and the
amazing total of £700 was raised. In
addition to teas, there was a cake
stall, plants, jewellery, handmade
soaps & greeting cards, plus a big
raffle. The Camelford Save the
Children committee are extremely
grateful to Mr & Mrs Brewer for all
their hard work, and to all who came
for their great generosity.

RIDING FOR THE DISABLED
ASSOCIATION Reg Charity No.244108
MORE HELPERS ARE NEEDED
Are you an active person with a
few hours a week to spare for your
local Voluntary Group? Do you like
being with people and horses as
part of a team?
If so you could be the very person
we are looking for so why not
come to one of our sessions and
see what we do at Camelford and
whether you would like to join us.
To find out more about your local
R.D.A. Group contact Yvette on
01208 269824

TOP DOG

County Councillor
Glenton Brown writes:
I would like to begin this article
with an emphasis in
appreciation on behalf of the
residents of Boscastle, to their
fellow neighbours and friends,
and indeed everyone from
wherever, who immediately
came forward to help, with
blankets, food, accommodation,
cash or transport.
So many people have helped
over a long period of time; now
familiar faces to us, equally so
many have worked hard behind
the scenes that it would be,
insensitive of me to mention any
names at all. It also goes
without saying really what a
brilliant job all the emergency
services and highways have
done. As your local County
Councillor, Thanks.

LOCAL ATHLETE WINS
NATIONAL HONOURS
Chatsworth Country Fair in
Derbyshire was the venue
for the U.K. Terrier Racing
Championship, which was
won by two year old
Dillon, a Parson Jack
Russell, from Boscastle.
In the heats which were
held over the weekend of
September 4th and 5th
Dillon had to outrun nearly
150 of the country's fastest
terriers to qualify for the
grand final. Against the
beautiful backdrop of
Chatsworth House and
watched by an appreciative
crowd of several thousand
Dillon left the traps and
streaked to final victory. He
seemed unperturbed by a
post race vicious attack by
the runner up.
His best previous
performance was victory at
the Hampshire County
Show, which was held in
the New Forest in July. For
those unfamiliar with
terrier racing the frenzied
dogs chase a lure
(simulated rabbit) which is
propelled by an electric
Boscastle Blowhole Autumn 2004

damaged stock from the
cellars in Stan Burnard's
grocery stores (now flats).
Now as we move forward
from what Bishop Bill
described “a period of
corporate bereavement”, I
trust the community will see a
vision of Boscastle becoming
a Jewel beyond compare
throughout our County of
Cornwall.

I believe my immediate job
now is to see that all the
On reflection, it was a miracle
sympathy and good intentions
that their was no loss of life, and of Mr. Prescott, and our
to quote Prince Charles “Thank County Officials who visited
God for the Helicopters”. I
Boscastle is not forgotten, and
believe many people, on
that the necessary funding is
entering the village on the
sufficient to meet the
evening of 16th August, and
restoration work.
coming face to face with the
Furthermore I am exploring
devastation and human need ,
what possibly can be done by
had a feeling of being
the Department of the
overwhelmed by it all, but then
Environment to install an
to get to grips with the situation
alarm system at the top of the
immediately.
Valency Valley, and a study
I believe I can feel the pain
should be carried out as to
with the local residents who
how well the trees should be
have lost their premises or
maintained or even stand by
suffered flood damage, as some the riverbank.
of my relatives lived and
Finally if I can be of any help
worked in that same area years
on problems arising from
ago. I was only a young man
Insurance, Financial, or
myself, when the last big flood
Construction work etc, please
occurred, and I helped alone
contact me on 01840 770302.
with others to clear out all the
Glenton Brown

motor. At the end of the
course the lure
disappears between straw
bales and, in frustration,
the pursuing dogs
sometimes fight each
other before they are
subdued by their
handlers.
His success is due in part
to his diet of Smart Price
meatballs or tuna fish and
his twice daily training
regime on the Commons.
Dillon would like to
thank his friends
including Benji, Bess,
Jazza, Corrie and Bess
the collies, Ky and little
Holly who have helped to
hone his body to peak
fitness.
Dillon has achieved
additional victories at
Axe Vale, Milton
Damerel, Penzance,
Okehampton, Chagford,
Bere Regis and
Cornwood shows. He
plans to remain in
training and defend his
titles in 2005.
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ENVIRONMENT AGENCY:
Works Start
Emergency improvements to
the culvert, carrying the
River Jordan, started in the
village on 13 September.
This area is one of the main
‘bottlenecks’ in Boscastle
and is in urgent need of
replacement following last
month’s devastating floods.
Contractors, Mowlems,
moved on site on 13
September to commence
work on behalf of the
Environment Agency.
Properties in nearby Marine
Terrace and the Wellington
Hotel were seriously
damaged after the River
Jordan was overwhelmed,
sending floodwater pouring
into people’s homes.
Everyone in the hotel and
homes was able to escape to
safety.
“We recognise that the
residents of Boscastle have
been through a traumatic
experience. That's why we
have worked flat out to fast
track these emergency
works,” said Gordon
Trapmore for the
Environment Agency.
“The replacement of the
culvert upstream of the
Wellington Hotel is essential
to ensure public safety. The
improvements will increase
culvert capacity and help
reduce the risk of flooding in
the future.” This first phase
of work is planned to be
completed by Christmas.

The Environment Agency
was to have commenced
work in this area of
Boscastle earlier this month,
but is now reviewing the
options following the
unprecedented flood event
of 16 August. Further work
will focus on the stretch of
the River Jordan
downstream of Marine
Terrace to its confluence
with the River Valency.

Stephen Siford
Graduates

inches) of rain fell on the hills
above Boscastle in four hours
on August 16 - one of the
highest figures ever recorded
in the UK.
Need further information?
Contact the Agency's External
Relations Team at Bodmin,
tel. (01208) 265086.
If you would like further
information on the
construction work, Mowlem
will have a site office at the
main car park in Boscastle,
telephone number: 01840
250786 Alternatively you can
contact Clive Evans on 07780
865166, or Richard Vosper on
07803 263310, both from
Mowlem

Since the floods,
Environment Agency staff
have been involved in
emergency clear up
operations including the
removal of large amounts of
materials from channels,
culverts and bridges.
A special drop-in centre
held in Boscastle village
school on August 28 - 29
proved especially valuable
with over 40 people sharing
their experiences of the
flooding with Environment
Agency staff. This
information is helping the
Agency understand what
happened so it can reduce
future flood risks in
Boscastle and elsewhere.

Environment Agency
Customer Services Line
08708 506 506
Floodline
0845988 1188
Incident Hotline
0800 80 70 60 (24 hrs)

Consultants, appointed by
the Agency to investigate
the Boscastle floods, have
already concluded that, at
the height of the storm,
more than 100 tonnes of
water a second were
pouring into the village. The
same consultants found that
a staggering 200mm (8

All the Siford family
travelled to Exeter recently
to be at Stephen’s
presentation of his HND
Diploma in Horticulture.
Staying at the White Hart
Hotel, the family (ten in all
were able to attend) enjoyed
a meal in the evening then
celebrated with a visit to a
Ten-pin Bowling Alley,
where they all had fun, ‘old
uns’ as well.
Well done, Stephen from
Nan and Granddad.

W hether you’re holding an informal supper for
friends or a buffet party for 100, our delicious
imaginative food will mean that you can relax as
much as your guests.
Dinner Party Dishes
Finger and Folk Buffets
Weddings and Celebrations
Private and Business Functions
Canapés for Drinks Parties
Holiday Cottage Deliveries
Funerals and Receptions
Meals for the Freezer
Children’s Parties
Celebration Cakes
W e Offer bespoke and themed menus to match your
exact requirements. W hy not contact us to discuss
yours?
Lucy & Mike 01840 250885
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Boscastle Regeneration
The first meeting of the Boscastle
Regeneration Steering Group was
held at North Cornwall District
Council offices on Friday 24
September.

•

efficiently and effectively to deliver
the regeneration plan;
to ensure that all sources of funding
can be approached on the basis of a
credible plan which carries the
weight of all the relevant agencies.

NCDC’s Director of Community
Services, Neil Pendleton, explains The group discussed the pressing
why the district council felt it short term issues which need action as
important to set up such a group:
well as all the longer term issues that
“The group brings together all the will have to be addressed.
organisations and agencies who can SHORT TERM ISSUES
contribute to the regeneration of
Boscastle. The aim is to oversee and Business Support: A funding
implement a regeneration plan for the package to provide more long-term
village in conjunction with the local business support is being put together.
community. There is a huge amount Immediate support for businesses
of work to be done and big decisions continues to be provided by Business
to be made. It makes sense that all the Link. One of the main issues facing
agencies co-ordinate their work, businesses currently is delays in
consult closely with the local decision making by some insurance
community, and tap into all the companies. A broadband internet
available funding that can help connection and PC is being made
available in the Community Centre
Boscastle.”
NCDC has arranged a second advice
The specific responsibilities of the and support day for businesses on 7th
group are:
October. Boscastle businesses are
• to help identify the issues that need planning to set up an elected body to
represent business interests in the
to be addressed;
village.
• to develop a co-ordinated approach
to the preparation of a regeneration Area marketing: A funding bid is
being prepared to boost the tourism
plan;
• to ensure the full involvement of the marketing of the area. The district
council’s tourism service will use its
community in the process;
existing mechanisms for marketing to
• to ensure the powers and resources
of the relevant agencies are used raise the profile of the area covering

Boscastle, Tintagel and Crackington
Haven as a specific destination within
North Cornwall. It was agreed that
marketing messages need to be
carefully worked out to strike the
right balance between protecting the
harbour area in the short term and
encouraging visitors for the new
season.
Car park and public toilets:
NCDC’s Director of Technical
Services, Mark Hall outlined various
options for allocating space in the
NCDC car park area in the short term
up to next Easter and then for the
main holiday season. He will be
seeking the views of the business
community and residents as to
whether an area should be made
available for visitor parking for the
forthcoming half-term holiday. The
council will be installing a temporary
toilet block in the car park.
Harbour clearance: The National
Trust set out the options for clearing
the harbour and disposing of the silt
and debris. No decisions will be made
until test results from DEFRA are
available and a steer is given as to the
best way forward. The National Trust
has already explained the situation to
the local fishermen’s group.
Flood resilience: The Environment
Agency will make information on
flood resilience available in the

WEBBERS
Estate Agents (Estab 1924)
Residential & Commercial Agents
SELLING BOSCASTLE PROPERTY NATIONWIDE

Voted “BEST UK INDEPENDENT ESTATE
AGENTS” 2003 BY Homesale Network
DO YOU KNOW WHAT YOUR HOUSE IS WORTH?

For your FREE market appraisal,
with no obligation, contact:
Webbers Estate Agents

11, Lansdown Road,
Bude, Cornwall, EX23 8BH
Tel: 01288 353661 Fax: 01288 359392
Email: bude@webbers.co.uk
Website: www.webbers.co.uk

“Webbers, going further and achieving more!”
Boscastle Blowhole Autumn 2004
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Boscastle Regeneration continued:
community and via the district council
website. This will include advice for
home and business owners on design
features that they could incorporate to
minimise future flood damage.
Repair and Conservation: NCDC
has engaged a conservation specialist
to advise on the repair of listed
buildings. A single contact phone
number has been circulated to
residents for advice on planning,
listed buildings and building control
matters.

LONG TERM ISSUES
Car park: No major changes will be
made for the 2005 season but the
council in consultation with the
community would have to consider
the location and design of the car park
for the longer term future. The car
park is essential to the economy and
life of the village but it also lies in the
flood plain and is adjacent to National
Trust land.
Visitor Facilities: The council’s
visitor centre was destroyed in the
floods and the options for a
replacement or alternative need to be
worked out as well as a temporary
arrangement for the summer of 2005.
Minimising flood risk: The
Environment Agency, in addition to
emergency work at Marine Terrace, is
carrying out a detailed study into the
causes of the flooding and how this
may be minimised in the future. It will
be reporting its recommendations in
due course.
Sewage treatment: South West
Water will work with the National
Trust and Environment Agency in
consultation with the local community
as to where any sewage treatment
scheme should be located. South West
Water is keen to see any pipeline
installed before major rebuilding work
of the infrastructure starts.
Renewal of the public areas: It was
agreed that any work on the harbour
area should wait until other works
have been completed. The rebuilding
of the river walls is the biggest job for
the National Trust which is waiting
for results of a study into the flood
Boscastle Blowhole Autumn 2004

capacity of the river. The National
Trust is keen that any works carried
out in this area must look right so as
to preserve or even improve the
natural beauty of the setting.
Joint working and community
involvement
All agencies agreed that it is vitally
important that a co-ordinated
approach is taken to all the various
strands of work that need to be done
and that the local community is fully
involved and consulted in the
process.
So as not to lose momentum, NCDC
will explore immediate funding
opportunities to bring in a consultant
to start working on this whilst at the
same time working with the RDA
and Objective One to put together a
more substantial package to ensure
that a detailed regeneration plan is
developed in full consultation with
the community.
Organisations represented at the
meeting were:
Forrabury and Minster Parish
Council
Representatives of the Boscastle
business community
North Cornwall District Council
Cornwall County Council
The Environment Agency
The National Trust
Government Office for the South
West
South West Regional Development
Agency
South West Tourism
Business Link
South West Water
Objective One Office
Cornwall and Isles of Scilly
Economic Forum
Contacts:
NCDC:
Neil Pendleton: 01208 265648
Annie Moore 01208 893318;
07770 538 448
Environment Agency:
Bridget Norris: 01392 442 008
National Trust:
Shona Owen: 07769 924 061
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JAMES HENRY CASTLING
2nd August 1931 - 19th September 2004
The Blowhole says farewell to Jim, who has been on
the editorial panel for about 10 years and was
Blowhole editor for 3 years.
Material for this article is based on Jim's own brief
autobiography, written while gravely ill, dated 4
August 2004.

By one of those quirks of
good fortune Jim was
evacuated to Cornwall
during the war. Allocated
- as if by lottery - the
Billeting Officer placed
him with a kindly and
loving host family Mr
and Mrs Tom Bate,
tenant farmers of the
Duchy of Cornwall, at St
Kew. Jim described the
two and a half years he
spent with them as
"transformational".
He attended St Kew
Primary School and
found a friend and
companion in the Bate’s
son Harry, sharing a
mutual enjoyment of
country pursuits far
removed from the horrors
of the blitz. Returning to
his parents near the end
of the war unfortunate
circumstances forced Jim
to spend, as he felt, two
pointless years in a
building apprenticeship
from which he escaped
only by taking a job in a
local pharmacy. While he
was there an early talent
displayed itself for
making up shop displays
and window dressing.
Emboldened by success
he approached the local
employment agency to
try for a job in
advertising. Taken on by
an American agency
Boscastle Blowhole Autumn 2004

called Erwain Wasey
ostensibly as an office
boy, young Jim soon
found himself working
in the then hugely
popular Pools Winners
publicity
section,
joining the winners in a
celebratory gin and tonic
at the Grosvenor House
Hotel. And still only
sixteen.
National Service

Called up in 1950 Jim
spent his National
Service years with the
British Army of the
Rhine, headquarters
REME Germany. "I was
not a very impressive
soldier," he confessed,
"I fear I was always on
the edge of being
insubordinate." But he
found plenty of leisure
time to appear on stage
in the Theatre Club,
begin a life-fascination
with photography, and
play a trombone in a
jazz band.

photo Jane Castling

combined his love of
advertising with a
passion for cars.
a keen golfer

A keen golfer, he spent
most weekends on
courses at Puttenham
and Blackmore. One
Easter visiting his
"foster parents", the
Bates' at St Kew, he
inquired if there was a
local course and was
directed to a small
village called Rock,
where he found "one of
the most exciting and
spectacular golf courses
I had ever seen." Jim has
been a member since
1965.
On this holiday he met
Jane, working at the
Rock Hotel. She was
twenty-three, he thirtyone, "both ripe for
marriage." Her father
was a retired Wing

marketing techniques

Still at Erwain Wasey
Jim moved swiftly into
junior management and
learned the arts of
merchandising and
marketing techniques.
Head-hunted
by
Colman, Prentis and
Varley to handle their
Austin Cars account Jim
8

Commander who had
met her mother at a party
aboard HMS Glorious
when in harbour at Cairo.
Jim and Jane married in
1962, a happy relationship
lasting forty-two years.
cottage in St Kew
Back in London Jim,
Jane and a colleague
c a l l e d
M i k e
Schneideman decided to
set up business on their
own, by opening a shop
called "Divertimenti"
selling French cooking
and table ware. It became
an instant success,
anticipating the public's
demand for good quality
design. Jim and Jane
were able to purchase a
pretty cottage in
Hampton Court, while
spending most of their
free time at Rock.
continued on next page

continued from page 8

Looking for a small place
they could call their own,
they happened upon
Tinkers Cottage at St
Kew, which they kept for
thirty years "of fun and
adventure" before moving
to Boscastle.
Jim's own career was now
booming, first as senior
account director at CPV
and then managing
director of Pembertons, at
the time seventh largest
agency in the country.
During the period of takeovers and mergers which
characterised
the
advertising world during
the 1970's Jim's fortunes
were on roller-coaster
ride; occasionally jobless
after a particularly vicious
asset-stripping exercise
Jim would find himself
next day again much in
demand, ending the period
as Managing Director of
GLH Marketing Services.
successful career

He was one of the first to
appreciate the importance
of opening the European
market to British sales
promotion techniques,
leading a task force to
Brussels in 1979 in order
to bring the arguments for
free trade and open
competition to the
European Commission.
Their manifesto was
accepted as a statement of
the aims and objectives of
sales promotion, and
established the European
Federation of Sales
Promotion. Jim was made
Sales Promotion Man of
the Year and invited to be
a Fellow of the Institute of
Sales
Promotion.
Uniquely, Jim is also a
Fellow of the Institute of
Boscastle Blowhole Autumn 2004

become a school
governor. "Here I was,"
said Jim, "suddenly a
governor of the very
school I had attended
when I was an evacuee."
Within eighteen months
Jim was asked to become
chair of governors,
remaining in office for
the next six years.

Practitioners
in
Advertising. From GLH
Jim was appointed
Chairman and Managing
Director of Cato Johnson,
a subsidiary of one the
biggest names in the
advertising business,
Young and Rubicam.
overseas travel

Jim and Jane became
involved a good deal in
overseas travel, forming a
particular affection for the
United States. A member
of the Royal Mid-Surrey
Golf Club at Richmond
since 1970 Jim was
elected Captain in 1987.
He took the opportunity to
slip out of harness and
took early retirement at
just fifty-six. He saw the
Captaincy as an ipsofacto MD's job, the
highlight organising the
Club's
Centenary
celebration, its guest of
honour the Duke of York.

Jim was born a
Londoner, in Chiswick,
his father a coach builder
for
the
London
Passenger Transport
Board and so brought up
in relatively modest
circumstances. His only
brother Alan died shortly
after birth. Wartime
evacuation disrupted
Jim's education so that
he never attended
university or receive any
real academic training. In
spite
of
these

disadvantages he reached
the heights of a career
developed during a
period of excitement and
expansion in the
relatively new field of
advertising, where
insight, imagination and
creativity could be
fostered and rewarded,
but never taught. His
love of Cornwall drew
him back finally to the
countryside where he had
been perhaps happiest
and through his last
golden years was
fortunate enough to be
able to give back to the
community many of the
benefits he received,
surrounded by friends
and enjoying the care and
companionship of his
beloved wife.
Rest in peace, Jim

A personal tribute from Chris Rodda
I wish I had known Jim longer. Over the past few
years we had become good friends, sharing a
mutual love of Gilbert & Sullivan, wine and
ribald humour.
He was a literally larger than life character,
bearded, ebullient and irreverent. He was at once
kind, companionable, and sincere: but he never
suffered fools gladly and wasn't afraid to say
what he thought, even if this ruffled a few
feathers on the way.
He enjoyed good wine, food and conversation.
He was generous to others and he and Jane
supported the community whole-heartedly. He
was multi-talented, his editorship of The
Blowhole revealing only the tip of the iceberg of
his knowledge and interests. He will be sorely
missed, and Boscastle and the world will be a
poorer place without him.
Jim was no churchman but I am sure he will join
with me in believing that somewhere in heaven
there is a club house where gentlemen of his sort
will gather to enjoy evermore the delights of
food, wine and conversation.
Fare thee well Jim. Soave il vento. May you have
a calm sea and a fair wind.
CR

Afterwards Jim and Jane
collapsed for a few weeks'
rest at St Kew. Taking
lunch in Boscastle they
noticed the Valency Hotel
was for sale. Jane
observed
what
a
wonderful private house it
would make and the rest,
as they say, is history.
love of trees

The most gratifying aspect
of a move to Cornwall
was their involvement in
local affairs. Jim became
Tree Warden at St Kew.
As well as starting a
quarterly newsletter his
love of matters arboreal
resulted in a delightful
booklet entitled ‘The
Pleasing Trees of St Kew’.
Inspiring school children
to share his interests at the
local primary of St Kew
led to an invitation to
9

Paul Tyler, MP for North Cornwall, comments on ‘that’
day in August and its consequences
As my wife and I sat
marooned in our car at
Otterham
Station,
surrounded by swirling
flood water, I certainly did
not recall that, exactly 52
years previously – to the
day – a flash flood swept
through the North Devon
community of Lynmouth
and 35 people lost their
lives.
Two essential differences
prevented tragedy on the
same scale in North
Cornwall on August 16th.
First, the floods hit
Boscastle, Crackington
Haven and the surrounding
hamlets during daylight
hours. Second, in contrast
to 1952 when they did not
exist, the rapid deployment
of incredibly courageous
and professional helicopter

crews saved at least 100
lives.
quick thinking

Nevertheless, we were
amazingly lucky.
The
natural reaction of the
hundreds of visitors to this
holiday honeypot, as the
heavens opened, was to
head for shelter, either in
their cars or in the inns and
cafes. And yet, when
dozens of vehicles were
picked up like toys and
swept into the sea, nobody
remained inside. Even
more miraculous, thanks to
the and local knowledge of
David Fletcher, more than
100 people who had taken
refuge in the Wellington
Hotel were saved when a
10-foot wall of water swept
through the ground floor.

Mr Fletcher spotted that
the culvert under the hotel
was blocked by debris, the
water building up
dangerously, and ran into
the bar herding everyone
out. Literally seconds after
the last person left a torrent
of mud and rocks burst in,
totally submerging the bar
area.

dropping everything to
take the night train to
Cornwall, but for checking
first whether his presence
would help or hinder the
emergency services, and
sticking rigorously to his
intention to avoid a media
stunt and concentrate on
meeting victims and the
rescue teams.

So, amidst the chaos and
costly devastation there
was comfort too that it
could have been even
worse. Villagers and
visitors alike praised the
emergency services and
expressed their relief that
there had been no fatalities.

Bellwin Formula

the No. 10 switchboard

When we at last extricated
ourselves from the traffic
confusion, wriggling
through lanes whose
surface
had
been
completely removed by the
floodwater, we arrived
home to find a string of
messages. Shortly after, a
caller proclaimed herself as
“the No10 switchboard”,
and asked if I could speak
to the Deputy Prime
Minister. After a fraught
day I suspected a practical
joker, but it proved
genuine.

Port Isaac

open now!!!

I pay credit to
Prescott for not

open all day every day from 11 till close

John
only

Even more appreciated was
his assurance that the
disaster would meet the
criteria for the “Bellwin
Formula”, and so trigger
Government funding to
help rebuild the North
Cornwall community.
Indeed, his officials in
ODPM have been both
positive and prompt in
trying to respond to our
needs.
But there are problems
with the formula, as I
pointed out in the
Commons as soon as the
House returned in
September. First there is
the perennial problem of
delay. As I discovered
from conversations with
colleagues, the flood
damage in York and
Shrewsbury, years after the
event, has still to attract the
level of financial support
promised and relied upon.

The Old Coach House

serving lunches, teas, coffees and
dinners.

Relax in this

we have a great selection of wines and
beers.
daily menu changes, with local fresh fish
and meat on the menu

beautiful 300
year old coach
• En suite

for all bookings or enquiries
call 01208 880090

All rooms
• TV & radio

• Tea & coffee

Ruth & Michael Parsons
“taste it and sea!!!”
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Tel: 01840 250398
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www.old-coach.co.uk

have promised to be.
And then there is the
vexed question of capital
expenditure.
The
Environment Agency may
be able to raise funds to
restore and upgrade the
flood prevention scheme,
but how does that qualify?
Will it mean other areas
drop down the priority
programme?
There are some real
dilemmas
in
the
restoration work. The
village of Boscastle itself
relied for its charm on the
individual and collective
impression of a medley of
elderly
buildings,
somewhat haphazardly
inter-related. How do you
recreate that? Some
homes and public
buildings, including
Minster Church, were
listed, and the repair and
reconstruction work is
bound to be expensive if it
is to be appropriately
sensitive.

water cascading down Fore Street
photo Colin Bond

Careful study of the
Bellwin requirements
reveals a level of
bureaucratic complexity
that could so easily turn
into obstruction.
However, there are wider
concerns.
Bellwin is
designed to assist local
councils with their
immediate responsibilities
in terms of making the
devastated area safe and
accessible, but little more.
As I have seen for myself,
North Cornwall District
Council and Cornwall
County Council, have
made real progress in the
month since the floods, but
more remains to be done.
Meanwhile, there are two
other types of urgent
financial loss and need
which fall outside
government responsibility.

Some residents and some
local businesses have been
anxiously studying the
small print of their
insurance policies. As
Prince Charles, Duke of
Cornwall, discovered when
he visited us soon after the
calamity, some treasured
gardens were swept away,
and the time, money and
love invested in them
could not be insured.
peak holiday month

Businesses who had
stocked up for the peak
week in the peak holiday
month found that their
insurance cover was more
likely to be based (at best)
on an annual average. We
have yet to see whether the
loss adjusters, and their
insurance company bosses,
are as flexible as
Government Ministers

In recent days I have met
the local Parish Council
(and their colleagues
responsible
for
Crackington Haven),
officials at the District
and County Councils and
I will be meeting the
responsible Ministers
shortly. If I can help any
flood victim, in any way,
to make sure their
concerns are heard, I am
happy (as usual) to do my
best on their behalf.
Paul Tyler, MP

NEED YOUR HOME MAINTAINING?

KINGSLEY UGLOW
Will undertake any interior or exterior
work on your house including:
Decorating - Plastering - Tiling
Renovation Work, Carpentry, Masonry
Stonewall Building and Cornish Hedging
Fence and Shed Building
Wooden Flooring

A M HIRCOCK
PLUMBING AND HEATING
RAYBURN, AGA AND
OIL-FIRED BOILER SERVICING
OFTEC REGISTERED

All work guaranteed to a high standard
Concrete bases and dwarf walls built for
conservatories

CRACKINGTON HAVEN

Telephone: 01840 211054
Mobile: 07976 412374

01840 230228
Boscastle Blowhole Autumn 2004

Cornish communities are
remarkably resilient.
There is a buzz of hope
and determination.
Already, buoyed up by a
very successful local
Appeal Fund, much
distress has been
addressed. Inevitably,
even the most generous
official schemes cannot
meet
everyone’s
immediate needs.
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A message from the Reverend
Andrew. Sowden, Methodist
Minister:
I write these words on Thursday
August 19th. Two days ago I spent
most of the morning in or around the
Methodist chapel. I felt that I wanted
to be there if people came to pray, or
simply wanted to talk about the tragic
events of the previous day. Although
I spoke to a number of people
walking up and down Fore Street, I
think I was the only person to spend
time in the chapel. It seems that we
no longer live in a day and age when
people gravitate to a church or chapel
in times of crisis or sadness.
Inevitably, we find ourselves asking
questions at a time like this, including
questions on the nature & purpose of
God. Even Methodist Ministers do
not claim to have all the answers.
We may even feel angry with God.
We will not be alone in this. The
Psalmists were sometimes angry with
God too.
As I stood outside the chapel I was
looking at some of the stones that had
been brought there from former
Methodist churches. One had been
call Ebenezer, a strange biblical
name, but underneath is given the
meaning of that name: ‘Hitherto the
Lord has helped us’. Remembering
times in the past when God has
helped us, gives us reason to keep
faith now.
Also outside the chapel is a ‘wayside pulpit’ with the words ‘God is
love’. I still believe those words to be
true. I believe in a God who is
creator of this world. Science tells us
so much about our world, but cannot
completely answer questions
concerning its origin. If there is a
God, he must be an all-powerful God,
and there is no greater power, than the
Boscastle Blowhole Autumn 2004

power of love, not even dynamite.
God is both almighty and all loving,
and on that our faith rests, even if
we do not know the answer to all
our questions. As Christians we
also remember Jesus, who knew
suffering as he died on a cross.
I can assure you of the thoughts and
prayers of Methodist members up
and down the country who have
telephoned me or written to me,
many asking what they can do to
help. May you all know God's
presence in these difficult times.
AS

Church & Chapel
Contact Details:
Boscastle Methodist Church:
Rev Andrew Sowden,
The Manse, Tintagel
Tel: 770274
Sunday Services at 11am and 6pm
Church of England:
Rev Christine Musser
The Rectory, Forrabury, Boscastle
Tel: 250359
For Church times see following page
Roman Catholic Church: Fr Storey
St Paul’s Church, Tintagel
Tel: 770663
Religious Society of Friends:
Quakers meet each Sunday at 10am in the
John Betjeman Centre, Wadebridge

and from the Revd Chris Musser:
We live in testing times here in
Boscastle and surrounding areas.
The flood and its aftermath have
quite literally turned things upside
down for a lot of people. When
many of the foundations of normal
existence are swept away, we are
reminded that there are many areas
over which we have little or no
12

control. That’s scary stuff; we like to
be in control and have our normal
routines to operate in.
You will know that there has been a
huge outpouring of love, support and
offers of help from all around the
country. Here at the Rectory I have
had help to open and reply to
something in excess of 2,000 letters,
and that doesn’t include emails and
telephone calls. I know many others
in the village have also received huge
amounts of correspondence. That
support is tremendous, it’s good to
know so many are thinking of, and
praying for, those affected and
wanting to help.
Perhaps even more importantly, there
has been a terrific feeling of
community support, which was
already there of course, but has been
heightened by what’s happened.
Everyone pulling together, supporting
and caring for neighbour, friend and
stranger. Clouds and silver linings
spring to mind.
But it is obvious we’re in for the long
haul; things aren’t going to be put
right overnight or even in a few
months. It’s going to take a while
before ‘normal’ life will be fully
operational again. That’s where the
continuing test lies. Niggles and
frustrations will creep in;
disagreements and rows may surface,
different priorities and concerns may
clash and cause problems.
We will need to be generous and
forgiving towards one another; even if
someone else’s concerns don’t match
ours, trust that they also have the good
of the community at heart, even if
their approach is different. We need
one another more now than ever
before perhaps, to ensure that we
continue to support one another, work
together and rebuild together.
(continued on next page)

(continued from previous page)

All of that is the essence of Jesus’
teaching to ‘love your neighbour as
yourself’, which is of course to care
deeply for one another even, or
perhaps especially, when they do
something that winds you up! And
not everything has changed! Life, as
they say, still goes on and there are
many opportunities for doing things
together and enjoying one another’s
company in the weeks and months
ahead. Below are some up and
coming events that you may like to
come along to.
May I point out especially the
Thanksgiving service and party on 7th
November. The restoration of
Forrabury Church Tower is a superb
example of a community working
together for a common cause. You all
played a part in that project, and we
would like as many as possible to be
involved in celebrating its completion.
Hope to see you there!
Revd. Chris

Church Service Times
Forrabury Church, Boscastle:
1st & 3rd Sunday each month:
10am, Morning Worship.
2nd&4th Sunday each month:
10am, Family Communion.
1st Sunday each month:
‘Together@3’, Family Service

St. Juliot Church, Boscastle:
2nd&4th Sunday each month:
3pm Holy Communion
3rd Sunday each month:
10am, Mattins

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Oct. 10th 3pm. Lesnewth Church
Revel & Harvest service.
Oct. 16th Forrabury Church 2pm.
Memorial service for June Metcalfe.
Oct. 31st Otterham Church 3pm.
Revel service.
Nov.1st 7.30pm Davidstow Church
Concert by Boyan Ensemble of Kiev.
The Ukraine’s top male voice choir.
Tickets £8.50, concessions £6.50.
Tel. David Lamond 01566 880085
4th

Nov.
‘What About…?’
7pm in Boscastle Village Hall.
Drinks, supper, chat & song.

Nov. 14th Remembrance Sunday
Service at Boscastle Methodist
Chapel at 10.50.am
Nov. 27th From 11am Otterham
Church
Christmas bazaar & coffee morning.

Minster Kneelers
YZ

Many people were upset by the
flooding at Minster Church and
wanted to do something to help.

VENNINGS

The good news is that the initial
drying out and cleaning up has
been done, and work to restore
the damage is proceeding well.

Fore Street
TINTAGEL

A group of people decided that
one way to help would be to
make new kneelers, as all of the
old ones were lost. The kneelers
come as cross stitch kits, with full
instructions and there are many
different designs available.
If you would like to be involved,
contact Jenny Coles on: (01840)
212336.

Lesnewth Church:
1st & 3rd Sunday each month:
10am, Family Holy Communion
2nd Sundays:
9am, Said Prayer Book Communion

Otterham Church:
1st Sunday each month:
11.30am, Holy Communion
3rd Sunday each month:
3pm, Holy Communion On
4th Sunday Each Month:
11.30am, Morning Worship

Trevalga Church:
3rd Sunday each month:
11.30am, Holy Communion
1st &2nd Sunday each month:
11.30am, Mattins

Davidstow Church:
2nd&4th Sunday each month:
11.30am Holy Communion
Boscastle Blowhole Autumn 2004

Nov. 7th 2.30pm Forrabury Church.
Special Thanksgiving service for
completion of the Church Tower, with
Bishop Bill.
Party after the service in the Village
Hall.
Everyone Welcome!
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(Next to Lloyds Bank)

Tel: 01840 770212
Barbour and Bridgedale
clothing with accessories
Hiking poles and sticks
Bimoculars, Swiss army knives
and many other items for an
outdoor life
XW

Australia 2004
Cynthia Holt describes her trip to visit her son, Guy

Cynthia, Mel and Guy

On Friday 16th January my youngest
daughter Melanie and I set off on a
holiday of a lifetime to Melbourne
Australia to stay with my son Guy for
6 weeks. I t took almost 24 hours to
get there with a stop over of 4 hours
in Kuala Lumpur airport. Guy and
his friend Ben were at the airport to
meet us. Guy has been in Australia
for over 20 years and has his own
Illustration & Design business in
Fitzroy, Victoria. He went to
Tintagel Primary School then on to
Sir James Smith School and on to
college in Camborne. He had jobs in
Germany, Australia & Papua New
Guinea before starting his own
business in Melbourne.

saw the new QE2

Towards the end of our holiday Guy
had booked a lovely house with
swimming pool in Palm Cove, near
Cairns in Queensland for 10 days,
which was fantastic. It was a lot
warmer than Melbourne and was 40°C
on several days, and very humid. We
had a lovely big car, which Guy had
booked & we picked it up at Cairns
airport when we arrived. We had a
wonderful time having breakfast over
looking the sea most days. On one day
we saw the new QE2 anchored off

diagnosed with diabetes.

In my first week I had to go to the
doctor’s and I was diagnosed with
diabetes. What a start to our holiday,
but Guy & Melanie kept a very close
eye on everything I ate!!!! I was soon
feeling better than I had for years.
Mell and I eventually got used to
using the trams while Guy was
working. It was great going to
Victoria Market; it was so busy with a
fantastic atmosphere and sold
everything.
My granddaughter Cathy stayed with
us at Guy’s for a few days before she
flew home to England, as she had
been in Australia for a year travelling
with her friend Beth.
Boscastle Blowhole Autumn 2004
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shore on her maiden voyage.
We went to the Great Barrier Reef,
which was incredible, the colours of
the fish and coral was just out of this
world. After being out on many day
trips it was lovely to come home to
our house and cool off in the
swimming pool and have a BBQ &
champagne.
We flew back to Melbourne on
Saturday 28th Feb (Mel’s birthday).
We had been out the night before to
celebrate, so we were all a bit subdued
on the flight home, and the landing
was one to remember as they put a
new pilot on to land and the plane was
all over the place. Not much fun!! We
went to Victoria Market for a final
visit to get last minute presents for all
back home. While we where having
lunch Melanie was feeling really ill
and couldn't eat anything, (most
unusual). By Monday morning she
was in agony and had been all night,
so we went off to the doctor’s. She
was sent straight to hospital and that
afternoon they had to operate on her.
She had gangrenous appendicitis. We
were due to fly home the next day, but
had to cancel the flights and we stayed
for another two weeks.
After a tearful farewell, we left
Melbourne on the 16th of March.
Melanie and I want to thank Guy for
all he has done and for a holiday we
will never forget. We are so looking
forward to 2005 when Guy is coming
home for a holiday to see all the
family. So look out for him in
Cynthia Holt
Boscastle!!!!

DUCK RACE 2004
Boscastle CP School's annual Duck
Race Day this year was held on
Sunday 11th July. The day started
dry but overcast and setting up on the
lawn and around the harbour was
completed in relative comfort.
However, the weather then took a
turn for the worse with rain and wind
and things got a trifle damp before it
eased. Then, at 11 o'clock, just as
Jane Castling opened the day and the
children were starting their Samba
parade, the rain and wind came again
and we began to think that the day
might be a washout. But the children
were not deterred and they danced as
if the sun were shining and very soon
the rain ceased, the sun almost shone
and the day started to take a turn for
the better. Much fun was had around
the stalls and attractions, who could
forget the debut appearance of the
Human Fruit Machine which some
visitors said had made their holiday.
Visitor numbers built up during the
early afternoon in anticipation of the
sponsored Chariot Pull, which got
under way with the blessing of the

Reverend Christine at 3 o'clock. The
Chariot was pulled from the Cobweb
to the Wellington and from there to
the Napoleon, then back to finish at
the Cobweb. A pint had to be
downed at each hostelry and we were
reliably informed that this was ‘not
easy’. The course was completed in
the amazing time of 19 minutes and
45 seconds - well done. The day
finished in fine style with the Duck
Race itself watched by a large and
enthusiastic crowd.
Total proceeds from the day and the
Duck Race Auction, which was held
earlier in the Cobweb Inn, amounted
to £3877, a great total given the
weather on the day. All the proceeds
have gone to the School Association
fund.
Our thanks go to all those who
contributed to the success of the day,
particularly to the businesses of
Boscastle and elsewhere for their
generous donations; to all those who
manned and ran stalls and attractions
and to all those who helped on the
day and in the run up to it.

When the Brown family moved to
Cornwall in 1988, Brian and Jackie
bought the Toby Jug café and their son
Nigel, then 13, started washing up in the
kitchen for 50 pence an hour. From this
beginning grew a love of food and its
preparation.

Thanks also to Raymond Rogers for
organising the Chariot Pull, to the
valiant soldiers and the serene
Bodicia and to the Coastguard team
who cleared the way for them..

On leaving school Nigel went to the
University of Gloucester in Cheltenham
to do a hospitality management course.
However, after a year he decided that he
would prefer to work in a kitchen and he
found a job in Flynn’s Bistro in
Cheltenham.
In 1998 Raymond Blanc opened Le Petit
Blanc in Birmingham and Nigel was
asked to join the team. He stayed with
them for three years, rising through the
ranks to become Senior Sous Chef at the
Manchester branch of Le Petit Blanc.

Thanks also to the National Trust for
use of the harbour and a very special
thank you to Jane and Jim Castling
for use of the lawn at what was,
sadly, Jim's last Duck Race.

He gained further experience at a fine
dining restaurant in Leicester, but found
it too quiet going from 400 covers to 25,
so he went into contract catering for
Blue Arrow.

**********************

Log on to

www.thisisnorthcornwall.com
To find jobs and to win cash prizes.
Log on to advertise almost anything on our local notice boards.
Log on and add your business to the North Cornwall Directory.
Go on…its free.

www.thisisnorthcornwall.com
A resource for promoting North Cornwall to the masses,
that exists purely through sponsorship

**********************
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Rising Star in the
World of Pub Food

In 2002 Nigel was asked to join former
colleagues from Le Petit Blanc who had
formed the Peach Pub Company and had
acquired The Rose and Crown in
Warwick. At the time it was a very run
down pub, but was refurbished to a high
standard and Nigel designed the kitchen
and chose the equipment.
Now Nigel has six chefs working for
him and is committed to producing a
high standard of food using seasonal
ingredients. The quality of the food
produced has helped to secure the title of
“Best Pub in the Country” for the Rose
and Crown and Nigel has featured in
“The Publican” as being a Rising Star in
the world of pub food.
Nigel’s ambition is to return to
Cornwall, go to Padstow, and take on
Rick Stein.
Good luck Nigel.
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The Parish Council usually
meet in the Village Hall on
the last Thursday of each
month. Meetings begin at
7.00pm. Members of the
public are invited to attend
Boscastle Sewage
Treatment Scheme
On July 15th a planning
application for a proposed
pumping station and waste
water treatment works was
submitted by South West
Water.
The Council meeting was
suspended to allow
members of the public to
express their views on this
proposal.
Graham King gave a full
report on progress made
by the joint working party
and its contacts with SWW
and other agencies. He
told the meeting that
population equivalent
figures as given by SWW,
grossly underestimated the
true figure and that the
entire scheme would have
an adverse effect on the
local community.
The Council resumed
discussion and resolved
unequivocal objection to
the scheme in its present
form.

was attended by David
Brown, Chief Executive of
NCDC, who received a
vote of appreciation from
the Council and all the
residents for the work done
by him and his teams of
workers. He was able to
confirm that the State had
paid for all rescue work
and the “making safe”. He
told the meeting that the
County Council had no
money for re-instating the
car park, the visitor centre
or the toilets.
Repairs to Old Road to be
started on 2nd September
initially with a temporary
surface, but it is hoped that
work on the road and
gulleys will be completed
by Half Term.
Janey Comber the District
Councillor said that
planning permission and
listed buildings permission
will be needed in all cases,
but that she would do all
she could to expedite the
procedure. She said that
this was an opportunity to
“Build for the future”.

Bathing Beach Status
DEFRA has refused the first
application for the harbour
to be designated a bathing
beach.
Sure Start/Play Group
Are now interested in
building an extension on to
the Village Hall to provide
storage facilities for
equipment. The Parish
Council said that plans
would have to be presented
in the usual way for
consideration.
Valency Lawn Sales
Planning approval was
received in June for 8 events
to be held annually for the
next five years.
War Memorial
Maintenance of the War
Memorial was discussed. It
may be possible to get a
grant for renovation of the
site.

Sewage treatment scheme
Peter Steege reported that
SWW had suspended their
application, possibly for
three months.

Dog Bins
A larger dog bin has now
been installed near the
Rectory. However, the
smaller one removed from
there has now disappeared!

Disaster fund
Monies have been received
from various sources and
initial payments made to
those considered to be in
immediate need.

Meeting of 26th August
2004
The meeting was mainly
concerning the Flood
Emergency situation and

Meeting of 30th
September
In attendance, Paul Tyler
MP, Glenton Brown
County Councillor and
Janey Comber District
Councillor.
Paul Tyler reported that he
had met with John Prescott
who remains interested in
the regeneration of
Boscastle and would like to
make a further visit to the
village. He would also be
meeting with DEFRA in
the near future. He urged
anyone wishing to make a
donation to the disaster
fund to use the official
North Cornwall fund. He
also said that he would be
happy to help anyone who
was having difficulty with
insurance claims.
Janey Comber said that it
was important that
everyone work together on
the regeneration and that
there should be
consultation on what
people within the village
want.
Regeneration meeting
Arthur Bannister reported
on this meeting and said
there was still a lack of
communication. A
questionnaire will be sent
to all householders to get
their views on the way
forward. There was also a
questionnaire regarding
insurance companies and
how they have handled
claims.

HIGHFIELD MOTORS
Proprietor: F Luffarelli

Servicing, Repairs & Tyres at Highly Competitive
Prices for all cars, motorcycles and vans
MOT’s Class 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 7
Highfield Road Industrial Estate, Camelford, PL32 9RA

Tel: (01840) 212666
Boscastle Blowhole Autumn 2004
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continued

SWW still say their first
option for sewage
treatment works would be
in Valency Field and they
wish to lay pipes before car
park is repaired.
Harbour clearance may be
left until later, but Cllr
Bannister felt this should
be speeded up.
It has been suggested that a
consultant be employed to
oversee all work in
connection with the
regeneration. Janey
Comber said that funding
had been agreed and an
overall plan should be in
place by the end of the
year.
It was hoped that Boscastle
businesses would be open
by Easter 2005 with the
overall plan completed by
2006.
Part of the car park, with a
reasonable surface, would
be available to the public
by half term.
Emergency up-date
The environment agency
has started work behind
Marine Terrace.
Electricity cables have
been laid as far as Valency
House.
The National Trust will
clear up the harbour and to
retrieve as much re-usable

Boscastle Blowhole Autumn 2004

stone and slate as possible.
The Boscastle Pottery has
now opened for business,
and it is hoped that some
businesses in The Mill may
be open for Half Term.

Valency
Taxis

Relief Fund
A total of approximately
£150,000 has been received
and about £60,000 paid out.
Claims for help should be
made to the Trustees of the
fund.
Various outings and events
have been organised for the
victims and their families.

Distance No Problem
Airports & Stations

Tel: Boscastle 250749
Licensed Private Hire

The meeting closed with
Paul Tyler thanking the
Chairman Cllr George
Findlay for all he had done
throughout the disaster and
of how invaluable his work
had been to ensure the
smooth running of the
rescue and of all that has
happened since.

Mobile: 07974 066 658

quality beef & lamb
direct from your local farm
Our small farm shop opened last summer
Call in and choose your meat
Pedigree North Devon cattle and Dorset lamb
Free-range eggs

Forrabury and Minster
Parish Council - Vacancy
Due to the resignation of
Colin Bond, who is moving
to France, there is a vacancy
on the Parish Council.
Those who are interested
should contact: the Parish
Clerk,
Bob Smith
Rock Moor
Boscastle
PL35 0DH
Tel: 01840 250440

Small orders as welcome as large
Free delivery to Boscastle
Phone orders welcome

Robin & Jackie Haddie
Home Farm, Boscastle

01840 250195
Also available - farmhouse B & B and
self-catering cottage with splendid sea views

Or by Email:
formin.parish@virgin.net
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Letters to the Blowhole
One casualty of the flood was Vera
Hancock who lives in Bridge House.
She is convalescing in Truro and has
sent this message:
I would like to thank everyone who
has sent me cards, letters and
flowers and visited me during my
prolonged stay in hospital.
I am gradually recovering from the
ordeal and hope to be returning
home to Boscastle soon.
I would like to take this opportunity
to thank, in particular, Sue
Fairbrother and Mark Knowles,
who without doubt saved my life
during the terror of 16
August. Words cannot express how
much I owe to them.
Thank you again,
Vera Hancock

June Burchell and family
would like to say a big thank
you to all friends and
neighbours for the help and
support they have given
after the sudden death of
David at home on July 29th.

Mark Knowles and Sue Fairbrother can be seen at the window to Vera Hancock’s
flat. They were shortly to assist her to get out to safety. The water level was starting
to rise rapidly.
photo by Colin Bond

The Blowhole received this open
etter from Andy Trethewy of
Aldershot, who was staying in the
village this summer.
He entitles his story:

BOSCASTLE:
‘THE PHOENIX RISES’
Monday, 16th August 2004 – a date
that will haunt me for a very long
time. What started as a day of the
usual magic in my beloved
Boscastle was to finish at about
1.30am the next day, wondering
why and how I was still alive.
We all know what happened that
day, but the unfolding events
brought out the true community
spirit, courage, caring nature and,
yes, love both for other locals and
visitors like myself.
There are too many of you to
mention: Adrian from the Cobweb
allowing my dogs and myself to use
his hall and dry clothes; the truly
wonderful, warm hospitality given
to us by Nick and Anne of Pear
Tree Gardens for putting us up;
Ruth and Alan from St
Christopher’s for their support;
Camel Taxis for their true
community support at a time of
crisis; the builder and his van who
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repeatedly ferried me back and forth
from Boscastle to Camelford, trying
to reunite me with my family;
everyone at the Community Centre
and Village Hall who gave their time
in abundance to anyone in need and
the Emergency Services were
magnificent.
At times like this true bravery comes
out as in Scott Roberts, you should be
proud of him Suzanne. It is the most
devastating loss to you that hurts me
most. Paul’s beloved Welly, all the
shops and the combined livelihoods
especially my friends Yvonne and
Russell, also Pete and Margaret,
Elaine and Lee, Paul and the
Otherworld and of course Trixie and
her beloved Harbour Lights and so
many more restaurants, shops and
homes. So many lost so much.
But I know with the true Cornish
Boscastle spirit, and God’s help, the
‘Phoenix will rise’.
Boscastle will not be exactly the same
but it will still be the most wonderful
place I know. People will still come
from all over the world to see the
‘Phoenix Boscastle’ and its wonderful
folk, my friends.
May God bless and help you all. I’ll
be back.
Andy Trethewy

Harbourmaster’s News
Well, what can one say?
The Harbour is closed
indefinitely to all marine traffic.
There is still a lot of debris being
worked in and out. The state of
the harbour changes with each
tide. Bits of car, boat, etc coming
in; several vehicle number plates,
wheels and so on.
I hope to put some divers in
shortly to have a look out around
the Blowhole to see what is still
left and perhaps we can then get
it cleaned out.
I hope William is still around –
perhaps he’s in the back seat of a
car!
Fred Siford

Cornwall County Council:
Camelford Area
Committee Meeting
A meeting of the above committee was
held in the Village Hall on Wednesday
30th June. Around 18 members of the
public attended the meeting and Mr Keith
Field from SWW was also present to
report on progress of the proposed
sewage treatment scheme. Mr Field
confirmed that SWW had not changed
their plan to install only Primary
Treatment in Boscastle and that this
scheme had been chosen on population
figures taken in 1999 of less than 2,000.
The scheme would cost an estimated
£500,000.

keeping the flag flying

clearing up with the help of the US Marines

Local resident, Graham King, challenged
the population figures, and had provided
SWW with revised figures well in excess
of the 2,000 during the holiday period. He
also said that The National Trust had
decided not to allow the proposed site to
be used unless secondary treatment was
installed. Another resident, Peter
Steege, asked Mr Field about the smell
that would come from the works saying
that he had visited Bude where they had
secondary treatment and there was still a
smell. Janey Comber, the North Cornwall
District Councillor said, "the Bude system
stinks". She carried on to say that she
was staggered that they were thinking of
having primary treatment in this day and
age and that to put primary treatment in
the centre of one of the major tourist
centres in North Cornwall was totally
unacceptable. Mr Field said that SWW
could not afford big changes to their
capital programme.
Future Community Consultation:
In view of the poor attendance from
members of the public at local meetings,
it has been decided that future meetings
would be held in Truro.

harbour from old pier showing large quantities of silt and debris
photo Aaron Wood

Highway Improvements
Cornwall County Council stated that
there was no funding available for any of
the schemes submitted in the Traffic
Plan. Improvement of the junction at
Doctors Hill, which was marked as a
priority in the Parish Council Traffic plan,
would therefore not be undertaken.

W R PERRY & SON
BUILDING CONTRACTORS
MOUNT PLEASANT, FORRABURY
BOSCASTLE

STONE MASONS
ROOFING SPECIALISTS
FREE ESTIMATES

TEL: 01840 250626
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Boscastle Flood August 16th 2004:

the River Jordan flowing through Marine Terrace
photo Aaron Wood

Frogapits

photo Aaron Wood

Harbour Light gone

Clovelly Clothing shop gone photo Aaron Wood

Cornish Goodies

A rescue helicopter winches someone to safety from over the Riverside.
photo Aaron Wood

photo Aaron Wood

the water level rose rapidly soon after this
picture was taken
photo Colin Bond

photo Aaron Wood
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water pouring down Fore Street
photo Colin Bond

a wave of water pushed Wanda’s car down Fore Street
photo Colin Bond

the footbridge leading to Minster Church has been
washed away 21st August

delivery of pasty aid , 17th August

Marine Terrace 17th August

shifting the debris 18th August

a Chinook helicopter lowers an electricity
generator 19th August

rippled tarmac outside school 18thAugust
rear of the Mystical Place 21st August

car wreckage in harbour 17th August

rear of Bridge Walk 18th August
Boscastle Blowhole Autumn 2004
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photo Aaron Wood

clear up on the road outside Tinkers 18th August

carpark 18th August

Wednesday night singing at the Welly 18th August

clear up at Museum underway 28th August

still smiling Roger & Nanette Little

21st August

clean up at the Cobweb 21st August

FLOOD APPEALFUND
The Flood Appeal fund has now been
transferred to local trustees. All donations to
the fund can now be made by cheque or
cash through any branch of the Nat West or
posted direct to:
North Cornwall Flood Appeal
National Westminster Bank
24 Market Place
Camelford
Cornwall
PL32 9PF
People making donations at their local
branch need to give the Flood Appeal’s
account details: account number 17006848
and sort code 52-10-47
Application forms for help from the Appeal
Fund can be obtained from NCDC by
phoning 01208 893352 or download from
the council’s website www.ncdc.gov.uk

red arrows whooshed past on 2nd September
Boscastle Blowhole Autumn 2004
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A HUGE THANK YOU
Following the events of 16th August, we have been overwhelmed and
heartened by all the support which has poured into the area.
We could never hope to thank everybody individually by name, but you
know who you are!

THANK YOU

To all the emergency services who came to the village

THANK YOU

To all the volunteers who have given their time and

THANK YOU

To all the companies (big and small) who provided

THANK YOU

To all the shops and supermarkets (big and small)

THANK YOU

To everyone who sent letters and cards of

THANK YOU

To all the organisations that offered entertainment

THANK YOU

To everybody who sent donations of money, big and

THANK YOU

To all the ‘ordinary people’ who raided their

with such speed and took control of a horrendous situation. You gave
us 200% more than was required. You made people feel safe and
secure. We, like you, are amazed that no-one was badly hurt or
worse. A mere ‘Thank You’ seems inadequate, but it is very heartfelt.

expertise in helping people rebuild their lives and for keeping us
smiling when the world seemed terribly grey.

much needed cleaning materials, suits, boots and tools. These really
helped everyone at a very difficult time

who sent food and necessary items so that we could concentrate on
the jobs in hand rather than getting out to the shops

encouragement – these are still being read and reread by visitors to
the drop-in at Top School.

and outings to lift our spirits and provide much needed relaxation

small, a huge thank you.

cupboards and attics; you have provided much needed help by
replacing all the little items that people hardly noticed they had lost.
Our village and the surrounding areas will come back to life! We are
already doing so,

THANKS TO YOU
Lesley Brough Walker @ Top School
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Carol O’Rourke
writes about the
popular musical duo

Smug Jugglers

Lets go Smug Juggling! A
very worth while pastime
as many of you already
know; if you don’t, well
give it a try, because its
guaranteed to send you
“laughin’ and jokin’”
towards your weekend and
leave you with a nice sense
of well being. Ye ye ye
yea! Smug Juggling occurs
in our village at the Nap on
those Friday evenings
when Steve and Simon are
playing one of their
favourite venues. This is
why our Autumn edition of
FANFARE welcomes
those great entertainers
The Smug Jugglers. Let’s
hear it for Simon and
Steve.
Words and Music, but
there is so much more than
that. You will find a nice

to set the imagination
running. Very much at ease
together, they have
developed a unique style
that flows along in a
deceptively laid back
fashion. This musical flair
masks a serious
commitment to their music
and the quality to create the
perfect atmosphere for their
gigs.

intimate Cabaret kind of
feeling about the evening.
Relaxed and at ease, their
audience often get involved
in the act, joining in with
the jokes and banter. You
are most certainly in for a
good time. Here you have
two guys and two acoustics;
just think about harmonies
and arrangements that
achieve the fullest sound
possible from two guitars
and vocals. In fact it’s
sometimes hard to believe
there are just the two of
them. The mix is rich, as is
the repertoire of songs on
offer. They can pick songs
out of the bag to suit the
evening as it develops, and,
it’s most certainly not the
same old stuff. They
choose material to jog
happy memories and lyrics

It all began on a whim, a
gig offered to Sacred Turf,
which the band couldn't get
together, so “Lets try it on
our own”, and that’s the
way its been, except for one
small interlude. They did
try introducing a third
member into the band, but
when he failed to turn up
for a skateboard charity do
in Tintagel they decided
that they were better off as

CAMEL

They were at school
together. Simon
remembers Steve playing a
rather shaky “Butter
Moon” at Assembly,
maybe some of you
remember it as well. It
was at school that Steve
began putting some chords
together he was about 10
when he had his first
guitar . Simon’s roots;a bit
later on, it was Monday
nights at the Wellie where
he first met Morgy, “the
best rhythm guitar going”
and an inspiration to many.
There as well were the
friends who were to form

L READ GENERAL BUILDERS

TAXIS

FOR ALL BUILDING WORK

LICENSED PRIVATE HIRE

Cars and Minibus
Airports, Stations, Contract work
any distance

New work
Renovation and
Refurbishment

You are welcome
to phone or email
for quotations
information
or advice

Plumbing, Carpentry
Electrical, Plastering
Roofing, Block Work
Stone Work
Landscaping, Decorating

01840 250688

IN FACT JUST ABOUT
EVERYTHING!

(01840) 212963 or 213234
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a duo, luckily he only had
a small part so the boys
were able to manage
without him easily enough,
although Simon still uses
him for late shows.
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PHONE
MOBILE

07970 715820
email:
les@spotd.co.uk

continued from previous page

“Off the Cuff” which led
on to “Sacred Turf”.
Meanwhile Steve was off
on his travels, playing in
various bands and doing
session work; not enough
for him though, the warm
summers of the Caribbean
and Madeira, snowy
winters in Austria, he was
there with his guitar, then
when he eventually
returned home he went to
stay with Simon and was
immediately thrown into
The Holy Ground! His
first gig with Sacred Turf
playing to 40,000 people
and he had to have his
words on stage with him
written on a cardboard
box!!
They were two years with
the band, touring around,
supporting the likes of The
Levellers, who were an
inspiration and gigging on
French National T.V. at the
L’Orient Fez Noz. At the
same time they were
writing their imaginative
songs, perfecting the
quality of their harmonies,
and gradually becoming
Smug Jugglers.
Looking ahead they have
just put down a couple of
tracks for the television
series filmed in Port Isaac,
Dr Martin, and long term
Winter plans could be
heading towards Austria;

but there may be a new
band emerging from
Jammin’ at K.A’s.

Fisherman’s Friends
On Wednesday 1st
September Fisherman’s
Friends, harmony singers
from Port Isaac, came to
sing in the village to
cheer us all up and help
usto say a big thank you
to all of the emergency
services

Once you have been Smug
Juggling, you might like to
try Jammin’ at King Alfs in
Tintagel, it’s on Thursday
nights. A mix and match
session, designed to provide
a venue where any
musician can play, and if
you can't participate, well,
go along and listen it makes
for a fascinating evening.
There's a real buzz as the
setting up gets under way;
an assortment of
instruments from whistles
and harmonicas, keyboards,
guitars, 2 drum kits and
even an electric cello, it’s
all here. An air of
anticipation with the
gradual build-up of sounds
as the tuning up begins;
then there you go, with an
evening full of surprises.
Like seeing a 14 yr old girl
walk out from behind a
drum kit having played her
socks off; a visitor coming
to the mike with a
harmonica style from way
down south and swinging,
familiar faces, interesting
instruments like this strange
cello which looks more like
a piece of sculpture, all
coming together in sound,
it’s great.

They sang at two venues:
firstly at the Cobweb Inn
(which was quieter than it
could have been due to it
being Butch’s 60th
birthday and a surprise
party was held for him at
the Liberal Club in
Camelford.
Congratulation. Butch.)
and then at the Napoleon
Inn
Representatives from the
Helicopter Crews, Police,
Fire, Ambulance,
Environment Agency,
local and district council,
Salvation Army and the
RSPCA joined the
singers at the Napoleon

From the moment Steve
starts it off it gains
momentum and you can
never be sure what might
happen next. This is a
sounding board which gives
young players the chance to
jam in with more
experienced musicians,
couldn’t be better.
Everyone is welcome to
join in. So if you want to
play some notes or do some
vocals on a Thursday night,
this is the place to be. And
it is great music. Come on
down. Come Smug
Juggling. See you there.
Carol O’R

Port Isaac have been
collecting money for the
Flood Appeal Fund and
presented a cheque to
Forrabury and Minster
Parish Council Chairman,
George Findlay during
the evening.
George thanked the
various services and
crews who had been so
dedicated and had
worked so hard to aid the
village during and over
the days following the
flood.
Everyone was in fine
voice and many rousing
songs and choruses
echoed arong the village.
Thanks Fisherman’s
Friends, Judith Sharp and
to all who helped make
the evening a great
success.

Fine Art by Local Artists
Original Paintings, Sculptures and
Ceramics, Prints, Jewellery, Books,
Cards and Clothing

Phone for w inter hours 01840 779245
We are located between Boscastle and Tintagel

w w w. r o c k y - v a l l e y - g a l l e r y. c o . u k

singing at a fundraising event
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to where the brewery had
donated a barrel or two to
assist the ‘thank you’.
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husband Mike Metcalfe
lived in Oxfordshire for
three years. To no-one’s
surprise June did up two
houses. Mike retired and
it was back to Boscastle,
to Tanglewood in Fore
Street.
Mike and June’s marriage
ended in 1993 and June
moved to Orchard House
in Gunpool Lane. The
drains there were a saga
of their own, but South
West Water gave in,
stopped flooding the
place – June could be
very determined up to
and beyond the point of
bloody mindedness – and
June moved on to
Wellstead. It was her last
house in Boscastle.

June Metcalfe
1937 - 2004

June Metcalfe – born June
Bearup in 1937 – died in
France on 16th July after a
long illness. She was 67.
June spent nearly half her
life in Boscastle. She first
came to the village when
she was an 18 year old art
student and for several
years did holiday work at
the Wellington.
June was a brilliant
student. After graduating
from St Martin’s School
of Art she designed for
Sanderson and Liberty. A
motor accident – she was
the victim of three – put
her in hospital.
Compensation paid for a
year at Plymouth Art
School where she got a
teaching diploma. Later
she taught at Wells
Cathedral School.
June married David
Thomas in 1965. They
lived in Dorset and while
there she did up her first
house. June worked as a
designer in the publicity
department of Clark’s, the
shoe company. David
was a mining engineer
and oil man. He spent
long periods abroad
She and David had bought
Meachard on New Road
in the late 60’s, providing
a retreat to somewhere
she knew and loved
during David’s long
Boscastle Blowhole Autumn 2004

absences working abroad.
They divorced in the late
70’s but remained on
good terms.
Skill with Houses

Meachard was followed
by Crooked Meadow,
then Dolphins and Hill
Cottage. She seldom
stayed in a house for
more than three years.
Partly it was restlessness,
but her small income and
the sale of an occasional
painting needed to be
added to by her skill with
houses. Her practical
streak made sure the
drains worked, her
designer’s training and
artist’s sense of space and
proportion transformed
the interior, and her love
of flowers and feeling for
colour helped her to
create beautiful gardens.
Houses sell more quickly
than pictures, but owners
of her paintings will
always regret there were
so few of them. Her
friends will also miss her
company. She was well
informed, quick- witted,
and conversation over
supper – she was a very
good cook – could range
far and wide and go on
into the small hours.
June married again in
1983. She and her new

Lot-et-Garonne. She
spent 2003 in England,
with Sarah Lee her oldest
friend. She was rather
down: “I think June lost a
lot of self-confidence and
trust in her last years. But
she was a wonderful
friend, always there when
I needed her; she was a
great giver, not very fond
of fools, outspoken, not at
all diplomatic, but a
lovely person”.
June was taken from her
home in Laparade in
January with a chest
infection. She was
admitted to France’s
leading chest hospital,
where she later died.
D Whitaker

Moved to France

In 2000 she left for
Brittany, and last year
moved to a cottage in the
village of Laparade in

Boscastle Post Office
NEED CASH?
If you bank with:
Barclays
Lloyds TSB
Alliance & Leicester
We now offer FREE

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cash machine during business hours
Cheque encashments
Cash and cheque deposit

Plus
Motor vehicle licensing
Bunches of flowers by post
Photocopying and laminating
Mobile phone top-ups
Greetings cards and stationery
David and Susan
Tel: 01840 250259
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Opening Hours and Useful Phone Numbers
Boscastle Post Office

Emergency Services:
Police, Ambulance

Tel: 01840 250259
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

8.30—1.00
9.00—1.00
9.00—1.00
9.00—1.00
9.00—12.30
9.00—12.00

for Coastguard, Fire,
Dial 999

Police : For non-urgent issues: eg to report a crime
or criminal damage; to request police advice or attendance; to enquire about lost property; to be connected to a police station, service or department:
08452 777 444

2.00 - 5.00
2.00 - 5.00
2.00 - 5.00
2.00 - 5.00
Closed
Closed

Harbourmaster:
Cash machine during business hours for
Alliance & Leicester and Barclays.
Cheques cashable for Alliance & Leicester
Lloyds TSB, Co-op and Barclays

01840 250453

Doctors’ Surgery and out-of-hours
emergency doctor:
01840 250209
NHS Direct (24 hour helpline):

0845 4647

Hospitals: (* with Minor Injuries Units)
*Bodmin (East Cornwall)
*Launceston General
*Stratton
Truro (Treliske)
Plymouth (Derriford)

Boscastle Newsagent
Tel: 01840 250419
Cash Machine during business hours
Open daily at 7.00 am

Mobile Bank
HSBC Bank plc
Mondays and Wednesdays
10.30 - 10.45 am
Barn Park, Tintagel Road

01208 251555
01566 765650
01288 287700
01872 250000
01752 777111

Dental Helpline:

0800 371192

RSPCA:

08705 555999

Local Churches:

01840 250359

Parish Council Clerk:

01840 250440

Boscastle Village Hall:
Bookings:
Pay Phone:

01840 250558
01840 250171

Boscastle Community & Recreation Centre:

Mobile Library
Tel: 01208 812202

Bookings:
Cornwall County Council:
Switchboard:
Bottlebanks:

Calls on alternate Thursdays
Wellington Hotel:
Barn Park, Tintagel Road:

11.35 - 12.00
12.05 - 12.30

01840 250378
01872 322000
01872 323913

North Cornwall District Council:
01208 893333

Camelford Library
Town Hall, Market Place, Camelford
Tel: 01840 212409
Tuesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Boscastle Blowhole Autumn 2004

Waste Tip, Bowithick Quarry
Sanding Road, Penpethy, Tintagel
Tel: 01840 770778

10.00 - 5.00
10.00 - 5.00
10.00 - 4.00
9.30 - 12.30

Monday - Friday
Saturday
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8.30 - 4.15
8.30 - 12.00

THE BOOK OF BOSCASTLE
Chris Rodda reviews Rod & Anne Knight’s recent publication
His interest was sparked off by
receiving from Mark Webber records
of conversations he had gathered
from speaking to old sailors in the
1940’s when he was but a boy.

After attending a WEA evening class
in 1997, the Boscastle History Group,
run by Moira Tangye, Rod & Anne
Knight were inspired to produce a
small booklet relating Boscastle’s
history sold through local shops. This
was followed by the story of The Old
Brig Inn, once situated at the top of
the village and, to celebrate its 101st
anniversary, a History of Boscastle
Parish & Village Hall.
The Book of Boscastle is a major
work, the culmination of years of
painstaking research, distilling the
contents of twenty five bulging ring
binders full of newspaper cuttings,
diaries, letters, photographs and
personal recollections. It is not
intended as a work of scholarship, in
that Rod & Anne are not closely
analytical of causes or results of
change, but are content to let people
and events speak for themselves.
“Incomers put a gloss on things” says
Rod. “The scenery is beautiful but
they do not see beneath the surface.”

Boscastle Blowhole Autumn 2004

No detail has escaped the authors’
quest for information. The chapter
titles say it all: Celts, Churches and
Crosses, Castles, Knights and Lords
of the Manor, Pirates, Smugglers and
Wreckers, Butcher, Baker and
Blacksmith. As well as recording its
history the book is a wonderful
insight into the daily life of the
community over the past hundred
years based largely on oral tradition the memories of colourful local
personalities like Iris Olde and Eric
Nicholls, Michael Webber’s
photographic collection - and a
variety of written sources, not least
the Blowhole’s ‘Born and Bred’
columns.
Celtic origins
The area has been inhabited since
pre-Celtic times. There are remains of
an Iron Age castle at Willapark, site
of the modern coastguard lookout.
Still in operation is a medieval field
system of ‘stitches’, once shared by
the householders of Forrabury.
Minster was a religious site in the
sixth century. The Celtic origins of
Boscastle’s inhabitants have
remained strong despite determined
incursions by the English,
culminating in the battle of
Gafalforda when one king, Egbert of
Wessex, could rightfully lay claim to
the throne of England. Seven hundred
years later Richard Carew recorded in
his Survey of Cornwall (1602) how
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the Cornish people still showed a
marked dislike for the invader. Part of
the reason may lie in language. The
Knights’ use the term ‘brythonic’ to
describe the cultural bonds between
celtish tribes in Wales, Ireland and
Brittany, who established trading
links with the Romans and
Phoenicians and extended as far
afield as the Russian Steppes.
Following upon the Norman invasion
of 1066 England was surveyed and
assessed for taxes. The Doomsday
Book identified a local settlement
named Talkar, alias Minster. William
of Bottreaux was granted lands and
built a castle to impose his stamp on
the area. William’s family hailed
from Brittany and would have shared
the Cornish brythonic language and
heritage.
shared a common fealty
Through many centuries of turbulent
history the Earl and his descendants
kept Boscastle safe in a state of
benevolent egalitarianism. Although
some might be richer or more
successful than others, each shared a
common fealty to the manor. But by
1946 the costs and responsibilities
had become so onerous that the last
family to hold Boscastle - the
Bellamys - sold up to Thomas
Fulford, corn merchant of
Launceston, who offered each tenant
their freehold ‘at a reasonable sum’.
This gesture, regretfully, spelt the end
of an era.
Houses, which had been the homes of
people who lived and worked in the
community, became second homes
and holiday businesses until the early-

BOOK OF BOSCASTLE

family names still listed in 2004. The
achievements of Canon John Ayling
and lately the Reverend Christine
Musser, Michael Turner's revival of
the music hall, and the work of the
modern coastguard, all show that
Boscastle means something special to
its inhabitants, whether or not they can
trace their names back hundreds of
years, or have just moved in.

review continued
twenty-first-century, when Boscastle's
own families can no longer afford to
live in the homes that had been theirs
for over 800 years.
riches of the sea
Social change followed closely upon
a great shifts in the economic fortunes
of the community. Although there are
no records of when the first quay was
built in the harbour it is often
attributed to Sir Richard Grenville in
1542. The second breakwater was not
constructed until 1820. While Richard
Carew described the riches of the sea
as ‘trout, salmon, winkles, limpets,
cockles, shrimps, crabs, lobsters, rays,
thornbacks, sole, flukes, dabs, plaice,
brit, sprats, barne, smelts, whiting,
scad, chad, sharks, cuttlefish, eels,
conger, basse, mullet and porpoise’
this was far exceeded in importance
by the catching of pilchards, whiting
and shellfish. The harbour was the
centre of the village.
In addition to the fish cellars and
limekilns there were warehouses,
smithies, stables, rope lockers, oil
stores, candle makers, carpenters,
spirit and liquor stores, brew houses,
inns and pubs.
In its heyday Boscastle was also an
important trading port, up to three
hundred ships a year bringing in coal,
iron, wine and spirits, taking out slate
and lime. Manganese was produced in
quantity in the area. There was a
silver mine at Welltown and minerals
dug at Wheal Boscastle. One of the
most entertaining sections of the book
numbers the delights of Boscastle's
sixteen pubs, inns and kiddlywinks,
catering for thirsty sailors, travellers
and, during the last war, young
aircrew based at Davidstow.

Rod and Anne Knight

for his staying power (he moved to
London to be near her) and his
determination to return to Boscastle
which he did finally in 1976, buying
Corner House in High Street and
becoming once more a mailman.
The Book of Boscastle was inspired,
nay coerced, from them by Joe Mills
(who co-wrote The Book of St Day)
and Halsgrove publishing house. Over
four hundred copies were subscribed
to at the launch on June 14th and it is
still selling strongly. Rod makes it
clear he is anxious to increase and
share his knowledge and resources
with anyone who asks and is
interested in local history.
vanished age
While in some senses the book could
be regarded as a lament for a - for all
the thriving small trades and
businesses now gone, for the loss of a
small hard working proudly self
sufficient community, the spirit of
place has not disappeared. The
Forrabury and Minster Parish records
of 1462 include a large number of
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Bottreaux Filling Station
Tel: 01840 250 108

Fresh locally produced meats
Fresh bread daily
Wide range of groceries
Fresh fruit and vegetables

Off Licence
Opening hours
Mon-Fri 8am-6pm
Sat 9am-5pm
Sun 10am-2pm

Support your local shop
Bottreaux Filling Station

Ron and Sharon welcome you to

The Napoleon Inn
Boscastle’s Oldest Pub

In 1886 a new road was built of the
village linking Boscastle with the
South Western Railway Station at
Camelford. By the beginning of the
First World War the coastal shipping
trade had faded away.
The fact that Rod Knight began his
career as a postie in Boscastle,
starting his day at 5.45 am, before
walking a thirteen-mile round and
somehow finding the time to both
play in a pop group ‘The Echoes’ and
meet and woo his future wife (sister
of the group’s drummer), says a lot

As we pause now a new chapter has
been written. Although The Great
Flood of 2004 should by rights have
struck at the heart of the community and it does see itself as a community there is no despondency, just a
determination to clear up and make the
village better again.

♦ Excellent Bar Food, Lunch and Evening ♦
♦ Fresh Cornish Produce Always ♦
♦ Real Ales from the Barrel ♦

LIVE MUSIC EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
WITH SPECIAL DRINKS PROMOTIONS
How about Dinner at

Boney’s Bistro

Open, evenings, waitress service. Best Book
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OPEN GARDENS 2004
Daphne Rogers takes time out to visit four delightful
village gardens opened to raise money for charity
On a warm, sunny, Sunday
afternoon in June I toiled up the
Old Road. It was such a steep
climb that I thought I might have a
heart attack before reaching my
destination. However, after many a
rest on the way up, it became
obvious that the pain of the climb
would be amply rewarded.

garden at Tubb’s Ground

Tubbs Ground garden is a delight,
the whole being dominated by
stunning panoramic views of
Boscastle and a garden has been
created as an idyllic spot from
which to enjoy these views. While
I loved the flower garden, it was
the vegetable garden that really
took my fancy. Here were grown a
wide variety of vegetables, fruit
trees and ample soft fruit almost
ready for picking. There were
many people enjoying both the
garden and the cream teas that
were on offer, but having
purchased a lovely poppy from the
plant stall, I made my way down
the hill to the other garden that was
open that day in aid of Church
funds.
Trefoil Farm garden has been
beautifully landscaped and paths
meander around, providing
unexpected delights round each
corner. There was a pond, an
abundance of shrubs and
herbaceous borders, all of which
looked so natural and well cared
for. The plants in my own garden
seem to grow in an undisciplined
fashion and it made me appreciate
the number of hours of work it
must take to make a garden into
such a peaceful, pleasing place.
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Half Acre is Carole Vincent's
garden, and as such probably
needs little introduction. The
garden is divided into three
sections. The Blue Circle garden
was the inspiration for her show
garden at the RHS Chelsea
Flower Show in 2001 and is a
haven of tranquillity. The cottage
garden with its lawns and
flowerbeds has walls and paths to
make smaller enclosed spaces in
which are placed many sculptures
that become part of the landscape.

pond at Trefoil

Having enjoyed visiting these
gardens, I looked forward to July
when two further gardens would
be open in aid of the British Red
Cross Society under the National
Gardens Scheme. During a period
of very unsettled weather it was a
relief that the day was dry for the
many people who visited
Wildwood, a garden that has
obviously been planned and
planted by someone who loves
gardening. There is the more
formal garden around the house
with many lovely old roses,
hydrangeas and well-established
shrubs. Up the wide steps from

Blue Circle garden

Finally, a natural woodland may
provide a site for the prototype
Concrete Jungle garden proposed
for Chelsea in 2005.
Visiting other gardens is such a
pleasurable way to spend a few
hours. It provides ideas and
inspiration for us all, but I fear
my own efforts will still fall far
short of the lovely gardens I have
visited here.
DR

CLAIRVOYANT
ANNE OLORENSHAW
Help, Guidance, Advice

PRIVATE
READINGS
woodland area at Wildwoo

here is the woodland area. This
has been planned with paths
which wander up through the
trees, past the pond and down the
other side back to the house. A
very peaceful spot to be, but I
could not linger as there was still
one garden to visit.
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01840 230505

WHAT’S

IN A

Anne Knight explores the
richness and variety of
Boscastle’s house names
Writing the Book of
Boscastle has concentrated
my mind on what went on
in the village in times past.
When Rod and I do our
village walks for the visitor
centre we find people
especially interested in what
went on in the buildings
around us and who lived and
worked in them. These
walkers are very appreciative
of house names that help
them identify what went on.
For example the brewing
trade featured largely in
houses like Kiddlywink, the
Old Brig Inn, the Brewhouse,
where beer was made, the
Ship Inn and Robin Cottage
which was once the Robin
Inn. Many inns were involved
in the carriage trade, which
conveyed both goods and
people in and out ofBoscastle.
The Old Post House in Fore
Street was occupied by the
family of John Symons at the
beginning of the twentieth
century. He ran a carriage
business from there which
included unloading the sailing
ships that brought goods into
the harbour and carrying
mails to the Royal Mail office
at Camelford as Boscastle
had no Post Office of its own
at that time. His descendants
still live here today. The Old
Post House has a link with
the Globe Post House at
Fowey which is run by John
Symons's great grand
daughter Jenny James.
The fishing and shipping
industries are remembered in
houses with names such as
Cellars, Palace Stables and
Marine Terrace which was
built to house the men and
families of the Coastguard
Boscastle Blowhole Autumn 2004

PLACE NAME?

service. John Pascoe
Sharrock was one such
coastguard who served
with them at Crimea. On
retirement he took over
North Cornwall Stores in
Fore Street now the house
called Sharrocks. Other
service industries are
recalled in the Carpenters
Shop and the Old Forge.
village heritage

Place names, including
house names, are part of
our village heritage, an
important part of our
history. They can give
information about a place
to archaeologists,
historians, family
historians, people
interested in landscape
and language and to
tourists and incomers
alike.
Nostalgia is part of the
key to success in tourism.
Just look at the draw the
legend of King Arthur is
to Tintagel and Thomas
Hardy is to St Juliot.
Cornish language place
names are fascinating for
their descriptive meanings
and because they
encapsulate so much of
local history. Some of
these have very early
origins in the Celtic
language. Dunn, as in
Dunn Street, is from the
Cornish word dyn or din
meaning a hillfort fort or
castle. Penagar is from
pen meaning the 'head of
and gar or caer which is a
later word for castle. Tre refers to place, home or
homestead and lys or les
means court or palace as
in Lesnewth (new court).
pigeon houses

was between Forrabury
church and Barn Park.
Pigeons were kept in
medieval times as a source
of winter meat. The name
of Culverhouse field gives
us evidence that one
existed here in Boscastle
and points us to where the
pigeon houses were
located. Quite recently the
word culver was deformed
into clover, a word with
quite a different meaning,
hence Clover Lane.
Today we still continue a
tradition of descriptive
names in houses with
English names such as
Lundy View or Comer
House and some of us give
our homes Cornish
language names like
Trehane, Lowen, Penty
Gwrannen and YnDewetha. Looking at the
name of your house or
street you can see what it
tells about Boscastle's
past.
If you are considering
changing its name think
about the history contained
in its present name and
whether you are depriving
the village of some of its
history by renaming it or
whether you can add
something of benefit for
future generations.

actnow
Broadband
Cornwall
actnow is a partnership
project, involving Cornwall
Enterprise, Cornwall County
Council, Business Link, BT,
Cornwall Broadband
Partnership, Cornwall
College, South West
Regional Development
Agency, DEFRA and the ED
through the Cornwall
Objective One programme.
actnow offers businesses
financial rebates and also
free expert advice about
how to make the most of
broadband internet access.
You are usually eligible if
you are self employed or run
a business operating from
Cornwall which employs
less than 250 people. You
can be home or office
based. Farms in Cornwall
are also eligible for support.
Through actnow, broadband
is available at a subsidised
rate. The exact amount of
rebate will depend upon the
product required.
actnow provide rebates on
broadband through a range
of Internet Service
Providers. Even if you
already have broadband
actnow may be able to
backdate your rebate to
when you had broadband
installed! Contact actnow
for more details:
phone: 0800 800 935
email:
info@actnowcornwall.co.uk
or visit:
www.actnowcornwall.co.uk

TONY DOMINY & SONS
TRADITIONAL SIGNWRITERS
AND
VINYL SPECIALISTS

PUB SIGNS–SHOP SIGNS–LORRIES – VANS
MAGNETIC SIGNS-GILDING
THE HIGHEST WORKMANSHIP-THE MOST COMPETITIVE PRICE

Culver is an Old English
word for a woodpigeon
and Culverhouse field

TELEPHONE: 01840 261415 – FAX: 01288 361039
email: jillydomsigns@fsmail.net
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Operation
Christmas
Child

A New Bright Beginning

(The Shoebox Appeal)
This year’s Shoebox
Appeal in underway.
Boxes need to be taken to
the collection point,
Boscastle Newsagents,
by November 5th.
All you need to do is:
Find a medium sized
shoe box and wrap the lid
and box in Christmas
paper

photo courtesy David Flower

Decide whether the gift is
for a boy or a girl and
choose an age range: 2 –
4, 5 – 9 or 10 – 14; labels
are available to indicate
this.

A ray of light in the village this summer has been the
arrival of Lily Jane, daughter of Adrian Bright, landlord
of the Cobweb (in case anyone didn’t know!) and his
fiancée, Tracy Menhennick.
Lily was born at Treliske on 27th August.
Congratulations to the proud parents, and
congratulations on your recent engagement..

Fill it with:
• a cuddly toy
• a toothbrush,
toothpaste, bar of soap
and flannel
• a notepad, colouring
book, picture books
• pencils and crayons
• a hat, cap, gloves, scarf
• a small ball or tennis
ball
• a puzzle, eg small
jigsaw
• for boys: a toy car,
truck, plane or similar
• for girls: jewellery, eg
pair of clip earrings,
hair accessories
• a greetings card or
photo of yourself
• sweets (must be within
sell-by date)

Camelford and District

AGE CONCERN
A Voluntary Service
We run a programme of outings in our Minibus
designed to make life easier and more enjoyable
for retired people. You can visit popular shopping
venues, like Plymouth or Trago Mills or you can
join our excursions to interesting places, such as
the Eden Project. Other times we make up groups
and go out for lunch at a hotel or restaurant or,
perhaps, just go for a drive around Bodmin Moor

Look out for our Monthly Programmes
Available in Post Offices and Medical Centres
We have outings 5 days every week as well as on
alternate Sundays. Take a look and see if there is a trip
you would enjoy.

The following items
should not be included:
•

Come to our Pop-In Centre in Camelford
Make friends, have tea or coffee and biscuits, read the paper.

If you have a clean Driving Licence and would like to
drive the Minibus you would be most welcome.

•

For information call Pat Davis 01208 8507898
Boscastle Blowhole Autumn 2004
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chocolate - due to
Customs regulations in
some countries
other edible items such
as crisps, biscuits,
tinned food or cake
war related items, eg

•
•
•

•
•
•

toy guns and soldiers,
knives
clothing other than that
listed above
glass containers, mirrors
or fragile items
liquids of any type. eg
blow bubbles, shampoos,
bubble bath, toiletry sets
or aerosols
marbles or any sharp
objects
anything of a political or
religious nature
books with words

Due to import regulations,
all goods should be new or
nearly new
Enclose a cheque for £2 or
more, payable to
Samaritan’s Purse (this
goes towards promotion,
transport, processing and
distribution costs).
Secure the lid with an
elastic band.
Take it to the Newsagents.
Samaritan’s Purse delivers
the filled shoeboxes to
children in hospitals,
orphanages, refugee
camps, homeless shelters
and impoverished
neighbourhoods around
the globe.
For further information
please contact Jan or Nick
Herrington on 250082.

Doctor’s Corner on
CHILDHOOD ASTHMA
Childhood
asthma seems to
be on the
increase. How
much of this is a
real increase in
prevalence and
how much is
better
recognition of
the condition is
hard to say. In
reality it is
probably a
mixture of the
two. Health
professionals are certainly more
aware of the symptoms and have a
higher level of suspicion nowadays
which undoubtedly leads to more
children being diagnosed with
asthma who at one time may have
remained undetected. At the same
time we live in a much more
‘sterile’ world and one that is full of
‘additives’. There are few homes
now without central heating and this
together with double glazing leads
to hotter, drier, less aired dwellings
and a subsequent increase in house
dust mites.
Many people think of asthma as a
condition causing extreme
wheezing, gasping and fighting for
breath. This can indeed be true but
it can also present with much less
obvious symptoms such as simply a
persistent cough.
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Classically, in young children,
asthma can present without
wheeze but just as an on going
troublesome cough. The cough is
often ‘chesty’ but not always, and
is often worse at night. It can
sometimes be so troublesome that
the child coughs until they are
sick.

condition under control with very
little side effects. Indeed, there is a
lot of evidence now to say that
early treatment of children with
asthma with inhaled steroids
reduces the likelihood of the child
going on to experience more
serious damage to their airways in
later life.

Common triggers, especially for
children, are respiratory infections
(common colds), exercise and the
house dust mite. Pets can also be
a trigger and should always be
kept out of the bedroom if asthma
is suspected.
All that coughs, however, is not
asthma. Indeed, it is very difficult
to definitely diagnose asthma in
young children as there are not
mechanical test that can be done.
The level of suspicion is higher in
children with family members
who have had asthma, eczema or
hay fever as this “allergy” gene is
frequently passed down making
them more at risk of developing
these conditions.

Bronchodilators inhalers
(relievers), which are blue, are used
for relief of symptoms when they
occur. There are also other
medications which can be used if
optimum control has not been
achieved.

The treatment for children with
asthma is mainly two fold. Antiinflammatory inhalers
(preventers), which are usually
brown, are needed regularly to
reduce the inflammation which
occurs in the lining of the airways.
These are “low-dose” inhaled
steroids used in very small doses
and are effective at keeping the
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Most children, nowadays, can be
very well controlled and lead
normal lives on such medication.
Furthermore, the severity of
symptoms sometimes reduces as
the child gets older and they can
often, seemingly, ‘grow out’ of
their asthma. The ‘allergy’ gene,
however, is always there and can be
triggered at a later date.
We are lucky now that we live in a
time where asthma in children can
be treated effectively and
recognition is high. Parents can
sometimes be reluctant to accept
that their child has asthma but once
the treatment has controlled the
symptoms and they realise how
well their child can be (after weeks
or months of sleepless nights!) it
does not appear so daunting.

Boscastle Community &
Recreation Centre
The Boscastle Community &
Recreation Centre Committee is
pleased to see an increase in
bookings for the Centre.
The Adult Education Centre has
booked a number of courses
commencing in September to
include Watercolour Painting,
Body-blast aerobics. Pool for
Beginners, Landscape Drawing
and Giant Steps Circus Skills.
Details of all these courses are
available from Adult Education
Centre in Camelford, tel. 01840213511.
Also commencing on Tuesday 21
September is a further 10-week
course of Hatha Yoga from 12
noon to 1.30 p.m. A "taster"
session, to see if you will like it,
will be held at Trevalga Village
Hall on Thursday 16 September
from 7-8.30 p.m. More
information from Liz Upward on
01208-850863.
There will hopefully be a further
course ofTai Chi commencing in
September - will all those
interested please contact Keiron

on 01840-779245 for further
information.
The Committee has again
expressed concern that some
vehicles are being parked in the
Centre car park, particularly
overnight.
The Centre employs a vehicle
clamping company, and if your car
is clamped, a removal fee of £70
will be automatically charged, and
if the vehicle is removed from the
car park, the fee increases to £200.
However, there is no problem with
the car park being used for a few
minutes for school drops, or for
customers using the Post Office.
If anyone is interested in
booking rooms in the Centre,
please contact the Secretary,
Barrie James on 01840-250378
On the first Thursday of each
month, NCDC’s Out and About
service operates from the
Community Centre. Call in to get
a information you may require
about district council matters.

PARKWAY
ESTATE AGENTS, BUSINESS TRANSFES, SURVEYORS & VALUERS

Contact Parkway Estate Agents for a Free Market Appraisal
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ESTATE AGENTS
INSURANCE
SURVEYING & ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING
PERMANANT TENANCY LETTING
MORTGAGE AND INVESTMEMT
STROUD & SWINDON BUILDING SOCIETY
BUSINESS TRANSFER

www.parkwaycornwall.co.uk
OFFICES AT:

01840 212121
01840 770825

CAMELFORD, 6 MARKET PLACE
TINTAGEL ,FORE STREET
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The Cave of
Harmony S.O.S.!
Next year, 2005, is the bicentenary
of the death of Horatio Nelson at
the Battle of Trafalgar. So what
could be more appropriate for the
Boscastle Cave of Harmony's
production next February than the
theme of the sea?
We are staging a rich maritime
musical medley: ballads of
sailormen and women on the ocean,
some songs robust, some hilarious
and some tragic, high jinks at the
seaside, comic songs of pierrots on
the pier - and much more. After all,
the Cave of Harmony's emblem is a
mermaid. . .
But we need help. Costumes are
always a much-praised feature of
our shows. We are now anxious to
recruit one or two volunteers to join
this important part of our team.
Over the years we have built up an
impressive collection of costumes,
but each production demands new
designs, modification of old ones,
alterations and repairs. This opens a
great opportunity for anyone with
an interest in theatre and fashion
and perhaps a chance to sing in the
chorus.
If you are tempted and would like
to know more, please do telephone
me on 01840 250250 or Myrna
Lester on 01840 250520.
I believe we can promise a lot of
fun and satisfaction.
Michael Turner

FORMER BOSCASTLE PRIMARY PUPILS
YEAR 11 PROM FALCON HOTEL BUDE 2004

Danielle Beetles, Vicky Franks, Josh Lockyear, Rhys Dawe, Lewis Sullivan, Nikki Abbot, Aaron Washer,
Leah Pethick, Martin Seldon, Helen Kehoe and camera shy Laura Leeds will all be taking different paths in
the coming years. Some will remain at Sir James Smith’s to take A levels while others will be going onto
pastures new at various colleges.
Boscastle Primary School provided a wonderful start to their education back in 1993 when they were taught
by Mr Young, Mrs Dellar, Mrs Arnold and Mrs Dunn, and friendships have remained firm throughout the
following years.
Family and friends would like to wish them all much happiness and success for the future.

THE WORLD IS YOUR OYSTER
M. BIDDICK & SON LTD

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
National Inspection Council for
Electrical Installation Contracting

N

CEIC

APPOVED CONTRACTOR

The Willows · Boscastle · Cornwall
PL35 0BL

Telephone: 01840 250448
Mobile: 07966 498733
07974 676583
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Postie’s Corner

When I sat down to start to write
this column, who was to know what
circumstances were about to unfold.
In America they will never forget
September 11th but here in
Boscastle we will never forget
August 16th. It was a showery
Monday afternoon with the odd
rumble of thunder. I started of at
3:30pm to do my regular collection
of the mail from the rural post
boxes in and around Boscastle and
Tintagel.
As I drove around the rain started to
fall harder but as I reached Tintagel
it did not seem so bad but when I
entered back into Boscastle it
seemed to be a lot worse, so much
so that the roads between Trevalga
and Boscastle were already flooded
and so were Trevillet and High
Gate, Rabbit Lane to Penpethy so
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the volume of water on high ground
was already building.
roads flooded

When I eventually got into Boscastle
trees and debris were travelling
down the top of the town down to
Fore Street. As I emptied Bottreaux
pillar box a tree washed down in
front of me and a tourer broadsided
in the pressure of the water. I was
already beginning to wonder if I was
going to be able to get to the post
office. I did, only by coming up the
one-way street from the slip.
Having collected the mail, wet feet
and all, I then made an attempt to get
to the bridge. I should have known
that this was a silly idea, when I
turned the hairpin I could see the
sheer devastation. I made a U-turn
and got to Tintagel to collect
Tintagel PO's mail to get to
Camelford because I was already
running late. This also was a foolish
idea, roads at Trewarmett were
already flooded and only the
foolhardy chanced their luck to go
through, so . . . I did. By the time I
got to Penpethy long queues had
already formed back from
Camelford station: there was no way
the mail was going to get out of here
today.
assisting emergency services

So I began to head back to
Boscastle, this was a bigger task
than when I tried to get out.
Eventually one hour later than
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normal I got back to New Road and
parked on the bend, this was as far as
I was going to go tonight. All the
time when I had been battling to get
to Camelford, all hell had broken out
in the bridge and harbour area. I
couldn't believe what I could see in
front of my eyes. It was like
something you only see on the telly,
which had happened in a third world
country. This night I spent with the
emergency services assisting where I
could and informing the police of
any missing residents. The list grew
slowly but shrank the following day
as people got back to Boscastle
having been inconvenienced by the
floods and spent the night elsewhere.
rural deliveries suspended

Day 2- having had very little sleep,
no electric and not a lot to eat we
realised what a disaster we were
looking at. Postal deliveries in the
rural areas were suspended for one
day mainly because there were no
roads, no bridges and debris forming
hazards. So, after helping Karen
first, I assisted the emergency
services at the surgery with some
local knowledge.
Meanwhile I organised a different
form of transport as I could see that
it was going to be sometime before
one was going to be able to get
around with the mail van. So Tony
Philips head man at Plymouth
delivery office arranged for
Boscastle to have a four wheel drive

Postie’s Corner
continued
land rover.
TV star

This is when Royal Mail pulled out
all the stops to make sure that we
were able to carry on the job in
hand. Expense was not an issue, by
this time every TV broadcasting
organisation had got in their van and
taken up residence in Boscastle.
Regular interviews were also on my
daily tasks, Sky TV, Meridian,
Central, the BBC, Westcountry and
ITV all wanted me for an interview.
Suddenly I found myself a TV star:
even my family, who live in Truro
saw more of me on the telly than
they did at home!
Day 3- The landrover arrived from
Aldershot as this was the only place
we could hire one. Then I found
myself ferrying supplies out to
unreachable areas, bottles of water,
groceries, cleaning supplies and
tools were all loaded into the
landrover and delivered with the
daily post. It was not just Boscastle
bridge and harbour area that had
problems, New Mills, Anderton,
Halamiling and Churcha Bridge
were all not reachable in the normal
way. So alternative routes had to be

found, but I only failed one
delivery in the first week.
deliver the daily mail

Royal mail receives a lot of bad
publicity due to bad target figures
but never gets a lot of publicity for
the good things it does. One
newspaper reported that a resident
from Boscastle reported even after

addresses.
exam results due

During the height of our disaster the
mail here was like Christmas all
over again! The amount of
sympathy cards, donations, food
parcels and clothes grew and grew,
so much for an easy day. Our main
concern was that the exam results
were due in and insurance claim
forms had been sent out, but we
made sure all mail was delivered.
Even now a lot of mail is coming in
for an address on that cannot
currently be occupied, with the
words ‘postman please can you find
where they are staying, thank you’.
Can you imagine what its going to
be like at Christmas? A night mare!

bridge between Lesnewth and Treworld

what happened on the Tuesday
morning at 7.30am her mail came
through the letterbox on to a soggy
doormat, good old royal mail. But,
here at the delivery office, Karen
and I worked even harder trying to
deliver the daily mail and
especially to the residents who now
have an alternative delivery
address. It is times like this you
realise who your friends are. Some
were put up with relatives, some
with new friends and some people
moved out and made their house
available for the homeless. At
present about 40 houses are having
their mail delivered to alternative

But we must give thanks that no
human life was lost and only
structural loss was incurred, which
after a period of time, however long,
hopefully will be restored.
To all involved keep your pecker up
and smile. I do, don't let it get you
down.
Apologies to Tracey for using a
picture of him on foot, rather than
in his flash new landrover!
Hopefully we will get an updated
picture before the next edition of
the Blowhole.

Yours Postie Tracy

The Bottreaux Restaurant, Boscastle

VENNINGS

One of Cornwall’s finest restaurants

FISHING TACKLE

2003 Cornwall Tourism Awards - Restaurant of the Year
Highly Commended
Sample Menu
Pan seared Bude scallops with roast courgette puree
and a veloute of Cornish crab
Michaelstow pork belly with a rich scrumpy glaze
with wilted spinach and potato gratin
Poached pears in red wine and Boscastle wildflower honey sauce with
clotted cream ice cream
Comfortable fully licensed slate floored 16th Century bar
Located in the upper village opposite the doctor’s surgery

Tel: 01840 250 231
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Fore Street
TINTAGEL

(Next to Lloyds Bank)

Tel: 01840 770212

Fishing Tackle and Bait

Special offers on Roads
and Reels

Coastguard’s Report
13-8-04:
Call from Falmouth to G.King
17:11, L.Siford paged
Male faller half way up the cliff
between Boscastle Harbour and the
NCI Lookout on scene 17:20 the
casualty was taken by stretcher to
the Ambulance at Boscastle
Harbour, Returned to Station 18:57
In Attendance L Siford, G King, T
Little, D Williams, A Williams, B
Mills.
Station Officer Les Siford
1-6-04:
Paged by Falmouth 15:38hrs report
of two people in the sea off Tintagel
Castle Hotel.
15:53 on scene two Coastguards
sent down to the cliff face casualty
’s seen approx 400 meters off shore.
Port Issac I.L.B recovered the
female (girl aged 12), Rescue 193
recovered the male (Father). Port
Isaac I.L.B proceeded to Boscastle
Harbour where Rescue 169 airlifted
the girl and took her to Treliske
Hospital.
In Attendance L Siford, G King, T
Little, D Williams, A Williams,
Port Isaac Mobile with two crew,
Rescue Helicopter’s 169 and 193,
Port Isaac I.L.B. Returned to
Station 17:30
26-6-04:
L.Siford paged by Falmouth 11:43
to assist the Ambulance crew at the
NCI Coastwatch Station (The old
CG Lookout), woman fell suspect
broken ankle on scene 11:54 when
we arrived we found the casualty on
her feet and walking we gave the
lady a lift back to the Ambulance to
be checked by the medics the out
come was a sprained Ankle. In
Attendance L Siford, G King, D
Williams, T Little. Returned to
Station 11:12
12-8-04:
Call from Falmouth to G King
15:39 assist Ambulance crew at
Bossinney 15:45 Stood down
In Attendance L Siford, G King, T
Little.
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Incident of Flooding in Boscastle.
15:45 G.King crossed the bridge
down by his museum the water by
this time was up to his knees when
reaching Boscastle CG station he
phoned Falmouth to page the rest of
Boscastle company and to meet at
Boscastle Station, but the station
was becoming dangerous so he

16-8-04
Boscastle Floods a day the people of
Boscastle and the holidaymakers
that were staying here at the time
will never forget.
13:15 approx Torrential heavy rain,
John Dipper Paul Roberts (owner)
and myself were in the Wellington
Hotel car park trying to clear a
sewerage drain. The water was
lifting the manhole cover 6inches
off the ground then it died away,
little did we know of the events that
were going to follow in the next few
hours.
13:45 I left work to take my father
(Fred Siford) to Treliske Hospital
also my mother came with us.

photo Colin Bond

moved the CG Mobile up to the first
bridge towards the hairpin bend and
cordoned off the area to try and stop
people crossing the bridge. At this
time DSO G King was still the only
emergency services person on scene.
G King tried to phone Falmouth by
his mobile phone but it had been
submerged in water and did not
work and we have no radio comm’s
in Boscastle.
There are no times listed for the
events that followed due to urgency
of the situation
Ross Yates (Manager at Riverside
Hotel) was having real problems
getting people to leave the building,
the bridge was still passable at this
stage.

photo Colin Bond

All the excerpts that I am writing
now come from the Boscastle
Coastguard Station Log:
15:30hrs approx Graham King was
out side the Witches Museum that
he owns; he was concerned about
the sound of the river. There were
children playing on the slip down by
Harbour Lights as they do in
August.
15:40hrs G King (Deputy Station
Officer Boscastle CG) calls
Falmouth Coastguard to report an
38
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Still approx 30min before the
Emergency Services could reach the
scene. Port Isaac CG arrived first.
Ken Richard (Station Officer) took
over from G.King as officer in
charge of H.M.Coastguard .

Coastguard’s Report cont.
he informed me of all the events that
had happened so far.
During one silver meeting apparent
number of casualties likely to
exceed 50.
Casualties were airlifted to football
ground and on to the Rectory to be
medically checked,
photo Aaron Wood

Helicopters and Fire Brigade arrive
on scene, still no Police. Severe
crowd control problems, people
starting to appear on roof tops.
CG radio comms was set up on high
ground Tintagel Road by this time
there were three CG companies at
the scene: Boscastle, Bude, Port
Isaac.
Silver control was set up in the
doctor’s surgery.
Port Isaac Delta was taken to silver
where a phone line was available
comms between Coastguards
Boscastle Harbour channel 99 to
Port Isaac Delta and then phone line
to Falmouth.

Local vehicles and drivers found to
transport casualties between village
hall and rectory during this initial
stage of the incident it was apparent
that nobody was taking names of
Recovered/Injured persons. G King
asked for local volunteers to do this
task until an official person could
take over.
G.King addressed refugees in the
village hall to keep them informed
of the situation as no official had
done so. At a later silver meeting the
Police allotted a list of missing
persons and located personnel to
transport people to Camelford
Leisure Centre.

All Coastguard Teams stood down
at 23:00hrs continuing at 06:00am
In Attendance L Siford, G King, R
Alexander, B Mills, D Roots, D
Williams, A Williams, T Little,
Port Isaac Coastguard, Bude
Coastguard.
17/8/04 06:00 Boscastle Harbour:
there is only one way to describe
what we saw - it was like a war
zone. It made your stomach turn. It
was hard to believe that some thing
like this could happen to our village.
Maps were made of the harbour area
the area was divided into 6 sectors
and there were 6 search teams. The
teams were led by the fire service.
In the teams were:Team Leader F/S
Safety Officer F/S
Police and Coastguard, one being
from Boscastle in each team; object
of exercise to search all buildings in
Harbour area.
Stood down 16:00hrs. In Attendance
L Siford, G King, R Alexander, B
Mills, D Roots, D Williams, A
Williams, T Little
I want to thank all Coastguards for
their loyalty to duty during the
incident and after, you all behaved
with a high standard of
professionalism in doing the job in
hand, and to thank God that no lives
were lost.

Comms with Helicopters channel 0.
Approx 20:30 to 21:00hrs I arrived
on scene after getting stuck in a 2
mile tail back at Wadebridge show
ground for two hours on the way
back from Treliske with my parents.
I found Graham King, my DSO, and

Les Siford Station Officer
Adrian & Staff
Welcome you to the

Cobweb Inn
BOSCASTLE, CORNWALL

· FREE HOUSE · REAL ALES · BAR SNACKS ·
· FAMILY ROOM · RESTAURANT ·

www.sproullllp.co.uk
We offer all our clients a complete legal service

Ring (01840) 250278

CONVEYANCING
PROBATE
WILLS
CHILDCARE
DIVORCE
CRIMINAL WORK
ACCIDENTS
LANDLORD/TENENT
BUSINESSES
Market Place
Camelford
01840 212315
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42 Fore Street
Bodmin
01208 72328

LIVE MUSIC SATURDAY NIGHTS, TILL MIDNIGHT
16TH OCTOBER: THE RIOTS
23RD OCTOBER: MEMPHIS
30TH OCTOBER: THE FLAMINGOS
6TH NOVEMBER: GRAHAM HICKS
13TH NOVEMBER: JAIL HOUSE
20TH NOVEMBER: MISSISSIPPI BURNING
27TH NOVEMBER: BRITA
4TH DECEMBER: THE RIOTS
11TH DECEMBER: WHISKEY THIEVES
18TH DECEMBER: ATLANTIC HIGHWAY

The Rock
Port Isaac
01208 880355
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serving first team
manager, Richard
Pethick, dropping down
to take charge of the
second team, while John
‘Macca’ McLoughlin

the future. Full details of
the signings in the next
edition of the Blowhole.
CRICKET

FOOTBALL CLUB NEWS

Dinner Dance
“I promise to attend one
of your matches if you
attend one of mine”.
This was how guest
speaker, The Rev
Christine Musser ended
a very entertaining and
rousing speech and the
end-of-season dinner
and dance which was
attended by nearly 100
guests.
Following the speeches
was the presentation of
cups and trophies,
which were awarded
SEASON SO FAR:-

With a few
disappointing seasons
behind them, both teams
have shown a lot of
‘Bouncebackability’
with some muchimproved performances
which, on present form,
could well see both
teams competing for
league and cup honours.
Many fresh signings
have bolstered the aging
club and with the
competition for starting
places hotting-uo, this
can only bode well for
Boscastle Blowhole Autumn 2004

The Cobweb cricket
team, under the
leadership of Phil Higgs,
has completed another
season and if it wasn’t
for the cancellation of
several matches because
of inclement weather, a
league and cup double
would definitely have
been on the cards.
The Cobweb easily won
the K.O. Cup final by
defeating the
Cornishman and only
lost out on the league
title by virtue of several
rained off matches,
resulting in the points
being shared.
The emergence of
youngsters, Aaron
Washer, Alex Higgs,
Martin Seldon and Jason
Seldon has certainly
bolstered an already
strong squad, so
hopefully the future
looks good for many
years to come.

and Nev ‘the Tank’
Turner having jointly
assumed the role of first
team manager.

Trophy and Cup Winners Season 2003/2004
1st team Players’ player:

Mark Hewitt

2nd team Player’s player:

Aaron Washer

1st team Supporters’ player:

Mark Horwell

2nd team Supporters’ player:

Aaron Washer

1st team Manager’s player:

Mark Hewitt

2nd team Manager’s player:

Alex Higgs

Most Improved Player:

Andy Boxall

THE ROYAL BRITISH LEGION.
BOSCASTLE BRANCH
WANTED - A POPPY APPEAL ORGANISER
We are in URGENT need of a volunteer to take on
this responsibility, which involves :1. Ordering and maintaining stocks of RBL poppies
and related items, including wreaths for the
Remembrance Day Service.
2. Making up and distributing sales material to
official volunteer collectors in late October/early
November each year, starting this year 2004.

BOSCASTLE FOOTBALL
CLUB ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING

3. Recovering collecting tins and unsold items after
the end of the official sales period.

At the beginning of June
the club held its Annual
General Meeting. All the
committee members
were re-elected en bloc ,
the only change being
that Antony Brewer was
elected as vice-chairman
However, there was a
change in team
management with long

4. Counting and recording cash/cheques collected
and paying cash into the POPPY APPEAL
ACCOUNT at Boscastle Post Office.Completing
returns to Poppy Appeal HQ with cheques. (Help
may be available with item 4,if needed).
Additional Door to Door collectors also needed.
ENQUIRIES PLEASE TO BOB MARRIOTT ON
250690.
N.B. The Organiser and Collectors do NOT have to
be members of the Legion.
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